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Councilmen Look At Process

Election Proposals Discussed.
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Editor

of city officials and cannot be
adopted within five years of an
earlier change.
Some members of the Murray
The change to non-partisan.elecCity Council have expressed a lions would eliminate party labels
desire in recent meetings to take a from city elections, but other
look at changing the structure of changes would be less noticeable.
electing city officials.
Partisan city elections now in
One item mentioned would be to force in Murray provide for the
change the manner in which city nomination of up to 12 candidates
officials are elected to a non- for city council and one candidate
partisan status.
for mayor from each political parAnother idea discussed is ty. Those nominations are decided
establishing wards for city council in the May primary elections.
elections instead of the current
The party nominees then face
at-large election for 12 seats.
each other in the November
Both proposals, as well as General Election.
others, are permitted under
Traditionally, the locally
Chapter 83A of Kentucky Revised popular Democratic party fields
Statutes. This chapter, known as more than a full slate of canmunicipal statutes revision didates for council in the May
legislation, was adopted by the primary. In recent history, the
1980 General Assembly.
mayor's post has also been sought
To change the election statutes. by more than one candidate in the
to non-partisan, all council primary.
members must do is enact an orThe numerically weaker
dinance to that effect. Such an or- Republican Party had two candinance must be enacted at least didates in the May primary, both
240 days prior to the next election of whom automatically advanced

to the general election to oppose
the top 12 democratic nominees.
In only the second instance in
modern-day history, one of the
Republican candidates displaced
a Democratic nominee in the
general election.
The major change effected by
converting city elections to nonpartisan status would be the possible number of candidates appearing on the ballot in November.
Each candidate vying for election after such a change would run
in a non-partisan primary. The top
two vote-getters for each post
would then appear on the general
election ballot.
Since Murray's 12 council
members are elected at large, the
24 polling the most votes in the
primary would " challenge each
other for the 12 seats in
November.
That is, unless the council
decides to opt for another change,
also perrnited by Chapter 83A.
Rather than running at large,
the council could establish wards.

Each council member would then
be elected from the ward in which
he or she lives.
The statutes requires each ward
to be as nearly equal in population
as practical and the boundaries to
be fixed by ordinance.
In this case, the top two candidates from each ward wouid win
nomination and be placed on the
November ballot. Each city resident would be allowed to vote for
one candidate from each ward.
The number of wards into which
the city is divided must equal the
-number of seats on the council.
With 12 seats on the council, the
city would have to be split into 12
wards.
But, another section of the
municipal legislation allows the
number of council, seats to be
changed as well.
Statutes governing Murray and
other third class cities in the Commonwealth require a minimum of
six council members and allow a
maximum of 12.

Ellis Looks Forward To Returning To Job
By PHYLLIS0 McCUTCHEON
Staff Writer
After an eight year rest, Holmes
Ellis will return to the mayor's
chair the first Monday in January.
Ellis recently said he is looking
forward to returning to lead the city through what may prove ta be
trouble times. "The greaTest
challenge I anticipate the administration facing is that of
operating with less money," he
said.
Although the new mayor wants
all city employees to be paid commensurate with training and experience he believes it may be difficult to find monies available.
However, he vows to spend the
necessary time to help Murray
grow.
"I plan more supervision of the
city and less delegation of authority than if! had less time," he said.
Ellis will have no job other than

Holmes Ellis
running the city after January, he
said. When he left office eight
years ago it was because he did

not feel he had the time available
to devote to both his grain and
tobacco interests and the city, he
explained.
The mayor-elect feels there are
several very important issues facing him. First he said the citizens
committee on the cablevision
franchise could be one of the most
important jobs during his tenure.
Solid waste disposal must be updated this year.
He explained he had met Friday
with the sewer department
superintendent to discuss some
upcoming projects. One of those
will include sewer service for
some new areas of the city, including U. S. 641 north. Ellis said
although he feels the new sewer
service will be a major undertaking it is important in that he feels
it will add to the growth of Murray.
No major personnel shakeups

are planned by Ellis, however, he
indicated minor personnel
changes are in the making."I will
definately name a street
superintendent within 60•.days
after I take office," he said. Other
changes won't be revealed until
after the mayor takes the oath of
office, he said.
Also, Ellis wants more input
from the city council during his
administration. "I'd like to have
more from the city council than I
have observed these past few
months. Alio, 'I would like to see
more publicity about city governmental affairs in the media," he
said.
The new mayor, who will be -110
new face in city hall after his
previous 16 years in office, plans
to keep Murray-Calloway County
relations at the best possible with
meetings with the county judgeexecutive elect George Weaks.

Soil Erosion To Be Discussed At Meeting
What does targeting of conservation funds and technical people
into the most critical resource
areas mean to counties which do
not have a serious soil erosion or
flooding problem?
How is the state going to pick
up its portion of the tab if the
federal soil and water conservation programs emphasize matching block grants to states to
carry out needed conservation
work on the land?
These are some of the issues
that will be discussed during a
public meeting called by Calloway
County Conservation District on
Dec. 7 beginning at 6:30 p.m. at
Murray State University
Livestock and Exposition Center.

The meeting is to fulfill requirements of the Soil and Water
Resources Conservation Act of
1977 RCA).(
Under the Act, Congress directed the U. S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) to
appraise the condition of the nation's natural resources and to
propose programs to guide future
conservation activities of USDA.
-The proposed preferred program and two alternative plans
are now out for public review,"
Albert Wilson, chairman of
Calloway County's Conservation
District said.
"These proposals need public
comment at this stage because
both federal and state legislation
will be required to implement the

MHS Senior Named
Leadership Finalist
Lisa Russell, a Murray High
School senior, has been chosen as
a finalist for Century III Leadership Competition in Kentucky.
To complete the selection process,- Russell will have an interview with the leadership'committee Dec.9 in Louisville.
She was judged on leadership
skills, school and community involvement and a current events
examination. Russell also wrote a
short essay about American
challenges in its third century.
Two winners from Kentucky
will receive $1,500 scholarships
and an all-expense paid trip to the
National Century III Leaders Conference March 5-8 in Colonial
Williamsburg, Va.
State winners will compete for a
. $10,000 national scholarship.
The Century HI program is
designed to recognize student
leaders who show a`er-effig leadership abilities and an interest in the
future of America.
An honor student, Russell is involved in Student council, speech,
band, French Club, newspaper
star, Tr'-Alpha and gifted and
•

USDA Secretary's preferred program in its current state," Wilson
added.
USDA Secretary John Block has
chosen to give highest priority in
this Administration to controlling
soil erosion and correcting the
devasting problems of upstream
flooding. The program moves

away from the cafeteria or first
come, first served, approach of
traditional USDA conservation
programs. It addresses instead
specific national resource•
priorities.
The RCA public comment
period ends Jan. 15, 1982.

Cause Of Illnesses
Remains Mystery
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — The
cause of an illness that resulted in
a Mayfield clothing plant being
shut down remained a mystery
Friday, but workers returned to
their jobs.
Mayfield Manufacturing Co.
Vice President Stites Bennett said
the plant's 500 employees were
allowed to return to work Friday
after state and local officials
assured him there was no danger.
Martha Nell Smith, who works
in the firm's sewing department
"just keeled over" about 9 a.m.
Thursday, her fellow workers
said. Then six other employees

complained of nausea or lightheadedness, Bennett said,-and two
of them fainted.
The seven women were taken to
a Mayfield hospital, but only Mrs.
Smith was admitted for treatment
of a suspected heart ailment. She
was reported in stable condition
Friday.
Carbon monoxide levels "one
notch above a smoker and three
notches below a headache" were
reported in the other six women,
Bennett said. Five of the six were
back on the job Friday.
Western Kentucky Gas Co.
found no leaks during an inspection of the plant.

Brady To Go Home
After Hospital Stay
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Presidential press secretary
James S. Brady will go home "for
good" Monday after spending
eight months in the hospital and
Lisa Russell
undergoing four operations for a
bullet wound in his brain, the
talented program.
White House said Friday.
She has won local, regional and
state awards for speech, Frenftrik --Bre.,4111, has been a patient at
George Washington University'
music and creative writing.
The daughter f Mr. and Mrs. Hospital ever since he was shot in
Allen Russell, 1503 Sycamore, the March 30 assassination attempt on President Reagan outRussell also hag been active in the
side a Washington hotel.
Murray Swim team, Young Actors
Although Brady will live at
Guild, Medical Explorer Post 803
home in Arlington, Va., he will
and 'Acteens of First 'Baptist
have to return to the hospital five
Church.

times a week for four hours of
physical and occupational
therapy, White House deputy
press secretary Larry Speakes
said.
Brady's doctors say they expect
him to regain his normal speech
and to walk 'unassisted, although
he may suffer some weaknesS on
his left side — now partially
paralyzed — and require use of a
cane. They say Bratty eventually
will be able to hold a responsible
white-collar job.
kes said Brady will tirgoing home "for good."

WINTER WARMTH — Willie Jackson is prepared for the recent
cold weather as well as the rest of the winter. Work that began during
summer is well worth it now as he has 15 ricks of wood to keep him
and hisfamily warm throughout the winter's snow.
Staff Photo by Jennie Gordon

Negotiators Suspend
New Farm Bill Talks
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Congressional negotiators, caught
between White House demands to
cut costs and farmer demands to
boost income protection, are
suspending talks on a new fouryear farm bill until next month.
"We've made a lot of progress,"
said Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan.
"Maybe in another seven or eight
days we can work it out so we
don't bankrupt the conference."
Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C., the
chief Senate negotiator, declared
the three-week compromise effort
at an impasse late Friday after
House members refused to put
limits on potential increases in
price supports for dairy, the
government's most expensive
commodity plan. "We're nowhere near where we
ought to be in terms of the cost of
the bill," Helms said.
The effort to resolve differences
between the $16.6 billion
House-passed farm bill and the
$10.6 billion Senate version endorsed by President Reagan peaked Thursday when an overall compromise price support package
was put in final form.
Although it would cost $5.3
billion less than the original House
version, William Lesher, the
Agriculture Department's top
economist,'aid the fact that it still
runs nearly $700 million over the
Reagan-endorsed Senate bill
made its chances for• approval
grim.
."If the issue is Mr,r4sehPr sitting there saying,'Accept nothing
but the Senate version,' we might
as welladjourn firmly,- said chief
House negotiator Kika de la Garza,!)-Texas. "The House has gone
90 percent to the Senate side."
Helms .admitted that the corn-promise efforts could ultimately
end without an agreement, but

both House and Senate negotiators
agreed to return to the bargaining
table Dec. 2.
Reagan has indicated he might
veto any compromise farm bill
that costs more than the Senatepassed version. But Dole has
speculated the president might accept a bill costing up to $500
million Over that target.
The government, through loans,
payments and purchases, supports commodity prices to give
farmers minimal income protection so they'll continue to provide
consumers with adequate supplies
of food. Without price supports,officials say, food woulb be subject
to substantial price and supply
swingi.

overcast skies
Overcast skies are expected440
today turning to partly cloudy
about 3 p.m. Occasional snow
flurries may be seen in West
Kentucky. High temperatures
are expected between 30 and 40.
Lows to day and tonight in the
mid to upper 20s.
Warmer weather is expected
Sunday with highs in the mid
40s to 50.
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Speakes, however, unable to
name any.specific services that
would be affected immediately.
In other congressional business
Friday:
—The House unanimously approved and sent the Senate a $12.5
billion spending bill foroorergy
and water projects.
—Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C.,
said House and Senate conferees
had reached an "impasse" in efforts to negotiate a compromise
four-year farm bill. They remained unable to agree on a proposal
that would satisfy the
administration.
The tentative price support
package put together by the joint
conference committee over the
past three weeks remains nearly
$700 million over the amount
Reagan wants.
—Proposals to ease campaign
spending limits for political parties drew mixed reactions from
Republicans and Democrats testi-

fying before the Senate Rules
Committee. "Let the parties
spend what they want," said GOP
National Chairman Richard
Richards. Anthony S. Harrington,
counsel to the Democratic Party,
said removing limits "might well
fly in the face'of the spending
law's purpose.
—Roger A. Jantzen, director of
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
told a House subcommittee on
fisheries and wildlife conservation
that the nation's wetlands are
disappearing at an alarming rate.
—Two years of decontrolled oil
prices have resulted in a "broken
promise of reinvestment" by
energy companies and little effort
by the industry to increase the
flow of domestic oil, Energ# Action, a private research organization critical of big oil, told the
investigations subcommittee of
the House Government Operations Committee.

Ends Plan To Give Bonuses
Tenn. (AP)
,yeek battle with
:lessee Valley
Is have given up
- give highly paid
s of up to $36,000
wriday came as
representatives
-1.1te region fought
ending TVA's ap. passing resolu• lawsuit and
rite the federal
',Irk! Freeman
.;s made after
lieral Manager
u odor S. David
•

• 1•'..;• Dean, in
h•• mission with
.:aider, agreed
hen contacted
riday

"Our decisions on all subjects
must have some measure of support, and we simply couldn't get
that support for this decision,"
Richard Freeman said. "We have
to take the blame for that."
He said congressional opposition was "one piece of a large
response — all of which was
negative."
, Dean informed lawmakers. of
the decision by letter Friday morning. He also asked their help in
finding another way to keep top
managers — some of whom now
earn more than $50,000 a year —
from leaving for higher-paying
jobs in private industry.
By law, TVA employees cannot
earn more than -the directors,
whose $52,750 annual salaries are
set by Congress.
The bonus plan, approved by the
board Oct. 7,called for as many as
75 executives to receive annual

bonuses of up to $36,000 if they
agreed not to leave the agency for
three years.
The bonuses were to be paid for
with money from the electric bills
of TVA's 2.8 million customers in
Tennessee and parts of Kentucky,
Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia,
North Carolina and Virginia.
The plan drew immediate
criticism from lawmakers, who
called the bonuses illegal and an
insult to electric customers who
have seen the cost of TVA power
almost double since 1977.
Senate Majority Leader Howard
Baker, R-Tenn., was the only
member of Congress to publicly
support the plan.
Bake'', who urged President
Reagan to appoint Dean chairman
of the agency earlier this year,
also was the only lawmaker consulted about the plan before it was
announced.

SELECTED ALL DISTRICT — Eight members of the Murray High School band were named Thursday to
the West Kentucky All District Band. They were chosen from auditions,judged by high school band directors
in West Kentucky. Band members were(from left, seated) Lana Lassiter,clarinet; Kathy Roberts,trumpet;
Tracy Beyer, trumpet; Lisa Russell, first chair tenor saxophone; (standing) Eric Fish,first chair clarinet;
Steve Wells,first trombone; Bill Smith,first trombone; and John Menkhaus,first chair alto saxophone.

Reporter Gave Allen Watch
TOKYO (AP) — A Japanese the brief interview with the first
journalist said today that Richard lady the day after Reagan's
V. Allen accepted a $165 watch inauguration.
from her as a thank-you gift for
She said Mrs. Takase took one of
arranging an interview with Nan- the watches to Allen!s private
cy Reagan and ignored requests office in Washington • on Jan. 16
for a receipt for a $1,000 "because we had a hard time tryhonorarium.
ing to contact Allen. The -watch
Fuyuko Kamisaka, who inter- was intended for Mrs. Allen."
viewed Mrs. Reagan for Shufii-noMiss Kamisaka said she left the
tomo magazine on Jan. 21, told scoond watch with Mrs. Takase.
The Associated Press that she "I'm sure Mrs. Takase gave the
thought one of her co-workers (second) watch to Allen,- she
gave President Reagan's national said, but once they had finished
security adviser a second watch.
the interview, she was -embarThe Justice Department is in- rassed to ask her where the sevestigating whether Allen is guilty cond watch had gone." She said
of wrongdoing in receiving the she did not know for certain who
$1,000, which he said he had the second watch.
"intercepted" on behalf of the
Mrs. Takase was quoted today
first lady, put in a safe and forgot by the daily Mainichi Shimbun-as
about for eight months.
saying that she gave Allen the
Deputy White House press gold-colored watch on Jan. 16 and
secretary Larry- Speakes, ir. then offered to exchange it for the
response to requests from silver one on Jan. 22. Allen sugreporters, informed Allen of the gested that he take both and forlatest developments Friday ois!'ht-- Ward the second watch to a
soitable person,- the daily saidr
but told correspondents the
presidential aide had no lvo other details were available.
immediate comment.
Mrs. Takase could not be reachMiss Kamisaka,a literary critic ed for comment.
and free-lance writer, told the AP
Ma inichi and Ashi Shimbun,
that she bought two Seiko quartz leading Japanese newspapers,
watches at an airport duty-free quoted Miss Kamisaka as saying
shop in Japan. She said she t•,i,c1 today that she asked Allen to pro$130 each for one gold-colored .ind vide a receipt for the $1,000
one silver-colored watch, which honorarium on several occasions,
Japanese newspaper reports said and Allen repeatedly promised to
retail for $165 each.
mail one. No receipt was received,
She was accompanied by sloe said.
Chizuko Takase,a family friend of . if the receipt had come, the
the Aliens and interpreter during ease would have been a lot

simpler. It's all so stupid," she
was quoted as saying.
Justice Department sources
have said the lawyers handling
the case believe Allen committed
no crime in taking the money supposedly meant for Mrs. Reagan.
The sources said, however, that
the attorneys have asked the FBI
to pursue additional questions
after the bureau submitted its initial report to ensure they leave no
stone unturned.
Miss Kamisaka also told the AP
that she was "unhappy" that Allen had not forwarded the $1,000
honorarium to Mrs. Reagan's
charity program as discussed
before the interview. . "I thought that a (thank you)
letter from the White House which
arrived in May proved that the
money tent to charity," she said.
The letter thanked Miss
Kamisaka and the others for
visiting the White House as among
the Reagan's 4'first guests" and
expressed iplpreciation for a
handmade letter box given to Mrs.
Reagan.
Presentation of honoraria
following an important interview
with a public figure is said to be
customary in the world of
Japanese women's magazines
such as the one for which Miss
Kamisaka wrote. But it also is
customary for the recipient to provide a receipt that enables the
giver to be reimbursed for a
legitimate business expense.

Winter Snowstorm Kills At Least14

Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Nov. 19th, 20th, 21st
MSU EXPO CENTER
tivents Begin at 7:30
All Three Nights
-.41. An Hour Early
Aay &Listen
!IP Sounds Of
untry Beat"

Tickets:
Thursday Adults $4, Students $3
Children $1, Children Undpr 6 Free
Friday and Saturday Adults $5-, Students $4
Children $2
A

at nearly $500,000. Up to 3 iriehe
spokesman Al Shepard.
of snow had accumulated in nor
a
in
Snow plows were stuck
Muskegon Heights city garage them Indiana by today.
because there was no electricity to
Up to 8 inches of snow fell it
run the electric door openers,said parts of Wisconsin on Thursda,
city clerk Emery Sisneros. City night as winds gusted to 41 mph
workers finally opened one door Temperatures were in the mid-20:
manually, freeing a few trucks for in some areas, but the wind-chil
service.
factor made it feel more like :
Snow began falling Shortly after degrees, officials said. Iowa ha(
midnight and left 6 to 10 inches in up to 3 inches of snow.
Muskegon. Up to 12 inches of snow
At least 10 people died in thl
fell on parts of Newaygo County, snowstorm's march out of tht
where many schools closed Fri- West.
day,said Sheriff Leonard Somers.
Police in Lincoln, Neb., sait
The National Weather Service Mabel B. Yaney, 91, died of ex
said 13 inches of snow fell at posure Thursday after accidental
Hesperia on the border of ly locking herself out of her home.
Newaygo and Oceana counties
Wisconsin authorities said ic:4
and 14 inches fell on parts of pavement contributed to a colli
Roscommon County.
sion in Kenosha County in whicl
In Minnesota, Northern States Joan Haske, 21, of Somers, Wisc.
In northern Indiana, some 30
Power Co. officials said Friday it was killed Friday.
high school football fans were
could be late Sunday before power
taken to a hospital suffering from
In Minnesota, George Sherman
is restored to more than 77,000 76, died Friday after his car skidd•
exposure after a rapid drop in
customers in the Minneapolis-St. ed off an ice-glazed Minneapolis
temperature.
Paul area, which was hit by a bridge into Lake Nokomis, ofIn Atlanta, officials said Friday
record snowfall of 10.4 inches ficials said. Robert Wylie, 50, of
freak twister that struck just
Wednesday night and Thursday.
St. Paul, collapsed and died
after midnight with 100 mph winds
The National Weather Service Thursday while trying to free his
did $2 million in damage to planes
said it was the most snow to fall on car which had jumped a curb and
and buildings at Hartsfield International Airport. A Flying Tiger. the Twin Cities in a 24-hour period become mired in snow at an insince 1966.
tersection. William Fritz, 71, of St.
DC-8 had one of its four engines
The
of
the
sheer
weight
snow
died Thursday after sufferPaul,
twin-engine
small
a
by
off
ripped
snapped tree limbs and some ing a heart attack while shoveling
plane which was blown under the
power lines and caused other lines snow.
jet. Five people were slightly
to sag and short out.
Slushy roads lea to an accident
injured.
The collapse Thursday night of that killed two teen-agers near
The rural areas north of
the fabric roof on the Hubert H. Marshall, Minn., on Wednesday,
Muskegon in western Michigan
Humphrey Metrodome also was the State Patrol said.
were hardest hit, with 30,000 Conblamed on the weather.
The Iowa Highway Patrol said a
still
customers
Co.
sumers Power
49-year-old minister, Roderick
blacked out by late Friday, said
The storm was moving toward
Jackson, was killed in a crash
utility spokesman Robert central and southwestern Ontario Thursday on icy roads near
Wischmeyer. He said power may Friday night and was expected to
Maurice, and trucker Ray
not be restoredi completely before bring 2 to 4 inches of snow-in some
Ferguson of Newton was.. killed
Areas A spokesman for Environ- when his truck toppled off
Sunda,.
"The weather is so bad that it's ment Canada said the bfunt of the - Interstate 80 near Walnut.
'hard to locate lines" that are storm was to hit the Georgian Bay
Jane A.Folsom,30,of Robinson,
downed so that repairs can be and Hali6urfOn regions. ,
'Kan., was killed Thursday when
Before snow fell in Indiana, a
Made,Wischmeyer said.
she lost control of.her car on an
"It's.going th take us most of to- line of tornadoes and . severe
ice-covered bridge near
day to Olt Grand Rapids back thunderstorms swe'pt into the
Hiawatha, Kan., the Farms
together," said Consumers state,, causing damage estimated
Highway Patrol said.
Midwesterners dug out today
from a soggy snowstorm that killed at least 14 people, ciui power to
thousands of homes and stranded
one city's fleet of snowplows
behind electric garage doors that
had no electricity.
Foot-deep snows from the
season's first big snowstorm
cracked tree limbs and toppled
power lines in Michigan, leaving
92,000 homes and businesses
blacked out by the time the
snowflakes stopped falling late
Friday. Temperatures were in the
30s throughout much of the
Midwest, leaving the snow heavy
and wet.
Some parts of Michigan got 14
inches of snow, the National
Weather Service reported._
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SAID HO SOLOS.

Aty PIPC Jackie L Bray. son
af Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Bray, Jr
was graduated from V Corps Support Command Drivers School.
Germany
The Murray Business and Frufeassonal Women's Club had its
44th birthday Nov 19 at Murray
Woman's Club House with Mrs
Ruphas Wainscon as speaker

Housing Industry
WorstSince 1920
NEW YORK (AP) — The nation's housing industry, by some
measures, is having its worst year
since 1920, with even established
builders feeling the pinch.
Industry groups and outside
analysts say hopes are rising that
a turning point is near, but that if
conditions do not improve, a wave
of failures will sweep what is left
of the building trade.
"In market after market,
observers stress that it is the large
and experienced builders who are
in trouble now; the marginal ones
went overboard a year ago or two
years ago," says Robert J. Mylod,
president of Advance Mortgage
Corp., a leading mortgage banker
and affiliate of the investment
banking firm of Oppenheimer &
Co.
"Various deadlines are given
for how long builders can hold out
under current conditions: 90 days,
120 days, 180 days," Mylod says.
The Commerce Department
reported this past week that
builders started work on new
single-family houses at an annual
rate of 487,000 in October, down 25
percent from September and the
lowest rate the agency has ever
computed.
Overall housing starts fell to
their second lowest level since
1959, and building permits for
future construction declined for
the sixth straight month.
High interest rates on home
mortgages and on building loans
are blamed for the downturn.
While the prime lending rate at
major banks has fallen from 20.5
percent in September to as low as
16 percent this past week, mortgage rates remain near record
levels.

The Federal Home Loan Bank
Board said home mortgage rates
reached a record 18.17 percent
average in October.
The Commerce Department
reported that the economy grew in
the third quarter, revising a
preliminary report from last
month of a slight decline.
In other business and economic
developments this past week:
—U.S. Steel Corp., the nation's
largest steelmaker, reached
agreement with Marathon, the nation's 17th largest oil compnay, to
acquire the Ohio oil concern in a
deal valued at $6.3 billion.
Marathon is fighting a $5.1 billion
takeover bid by Mobil Corp., the
nation's second-largest oil
company.
—LTV Corp. abandoned its $450
million bid to acquire Grumman
Corp., citing a long and costly
court fight anti-trust issues.
—Assets in the nation's 154
money-market mutual funds rose
to a record $176.42 billion in the
week ended Wednesday, up $3.72
billion urom the previous week.
—Moody's Investors Service
Inc. and Standard & Poor's Corp.,
both lowered the bond rating of
General Motors Corp. from their
highest grade to the secondhighest ranking. It was the first
time the No. 1 automaker's rating
was reduced since before the
Great Depression.
—The Commerce Department
reported that Americans reduced
their spending in October for the
first time since April.
—President Reagan's economic
program was assailed by labor
leaders and Democratic politicians at a convention of the
AFL-CIO.

Moslem Trial
Continues In Egypt
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — The
murder trial of 24 Moslem
fanatics accused in the assassination of President Anwar Sadat
opened today before a military
court of three major gener41.s.
After today's opening session,
devoted principally to a reading of
the charges and other formalities,
the military panel has the
authority to close any further proceedings to the public.
The authoritative October
magazine said the sentencing, at
least, would be public. Conviction
carries an automatic death
penalty.
All 24 defendants are charged
with capital crimes. The four men
accused of shooting Sadat to death
during a military parade Oct. 6
face charges of premeditated
murder and the 20 others are accused of conspiracy to commit
premeditated murder.
In addition to Sadat,seven other
people were killed and 27 wounded
when four men dressed in army
uniforms jumped from a truck
and fired automatic weapons into
the reviewing stand.
Government sources have said
the defendants are linked to the
Moslem fundamentalist group
Takfir Wal Higra.
The newspaper Al-Gomhuria
has published what it claimed
were the confessions of the four
men accused of carrying out the
assassination, in which they say
Sadat was the sole target.
Sadat's successor, Hosni
Mubarak, has said the goal of the

assassins was to slaughter
Egypt's political, religious and
military leaders, seize state
broadcasting facilities and proclaim an Iranian-style Islamic
republic.
The semi-official newspaper AlAhram said the defendants were
transferred to a military prison
close to the court, which is near
the assassination site seven miles
northeast of Cairo.
A civilian judge told The
Associated Press that although
only two of the defendants are
soldiers, the case is being tried by
a military court because the
crime occurred at a military
parade, "in what is considered
military territory."
The judge, who spoke on condition that he not be identified, said
that if the defendants are sentenced to death they probably will be
hanged, even though most
military executions are carried
out by firing squad.
"But a firing squad confers
dignity on the condemned men,
and the nature of the crime these
men are accused of perpetrating
is so base and low they wouldn't be
given that dignity of being shot,"
the judge said.
The indictment, made public 10
days ago, charges 1st U. Khaled
Ahmed Shawki el-Islambouly with
leading the attack on Sadat. The
others accused of participating in
the shooting are Abdel Hamid
Abdel Salam Abdel Aal, Ata Tail
Hemida Rahel and a Sgt.
Mohamed.

Another Killed In Ireland
LISNASKEA, Northern Ireland
(AP) — Cecil Graham dropped his
two sons off at a boys' club and
was returning to his farmhouse
when two gunmen, firing from
ambush, pumped six shots into
him outside this County Fermanagh village on Northern
Ireland's border with the Trish
Republic.
Graham, 32, died Nov. 11, two
days after he was gunned down
near the door of, his own home. In
death, he became a statistic, one
of 11 victims of violence in the past
12 days in Northern Ireland.
Graham was a part-time
member of the Ulster Defense
Regiment, a mainly Protestant
unit of the British army that has
become a prime target for
gunmen of the almost exclusively
Roman Catholic Irish Republican

20 Years Ago
Murray Type 35 one sucker
tobacco sales were to open Dec
16, according to officials of the
Tobacco Board of Trade.
The final work drawings of the
propoesd Murray Hospital were
within three weeks of completion.
according to Dr Ralph Woods,
chairman of Hospital Planning
Commission.

30 Years ,igo
The Rev Robert Jarman,
minister of First Christian
Church, delivered the Thanksgiv
tag day message about "Lest We
Forget" at a community
Thanksgiving service at First
Methodist Church
First place award winners of 4H and Future Farmers of
America Cattle show at Murray
Livestock Company were Jackie
Geurin, Alma 4-H, Craig Moms
and Dan Hale, Faxon 4-H, and
Graves Morris and Lengy Todd,
Almo FFA.

40 Years Ago
IT'S NOT EVEN
114 SAK
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By Judy Maupin

Echoes

Flames In The Wind
One Saturday morning, a few
weeks ago, I attended an
autograph party at Murray
State's bookstore honoring Bill
Cunningham. Cunningham is a
lawyer and native of Trigg and
Lyon Counties who lives at Kuttawa now. He also is interested in
history. The autograph party was
to present to the public his book,
Flames in the Wind.
Flames in the Wind is a collection of short biographies of persons who have lived in Western
Kentucky. These people are, in the
main, not as well-known as men
such as Alben Barkley, Irvin Cobb
or Nathan Stubblefield. Cunningham apparently felt enough
had already been written about
these men, and there were many
others who were equally deserving of historical perpetuation. It is
this group he salutes in his book.
Llis first character is Tishamingo, a Cherokee Indian who lived
in the early 1800's in the Jackson
Purchase area. This was the time
period of the great earthquake
which formed Reelfoot Lake.
A little later in the 1800's there
lived a man named Wiley P.
Fowler. He lived near Paducah,
but was an adventurous explorer
who eventually expanded his
horizons as far as Arkansas and
Texas. Later in life, Fowler
became interested in the practice
of law and was active in political
life at Smithland.
Another man who helped make
West Kentucky what it is today
was Matthew Lyon, who had come
to Kentucky from the Green
Mountains of Vermont. He was the
founder of Eddyville, in the county
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and
other opinionatd articles on
this page are presented for
the purpose of providing a
forum for the free exchange
of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger
& Times strongly believe
to limit opinionated articles
to only those which parallel
the editorial philosophy of
this newspaper would be a
disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage
readers who do not agree
with an editorial stand or the

His killers, presiunbably IRA
men, fled to safety across the
border of the Irish Republic four
miles away.
Lisnaskea and a score of farmToday In History
ing villages like it along the 113
miles of frontier running through
Today is Saturday, Nov. 21, the
the rolling green hills of Fermanagh have become the main 325th day of 1981. There are 40
battleground in Northern days remaining in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
Ireland's sectarian conflict.
On Nov. 21, 1877, Thomas
At least 75 people have died in
Fermanagh since 1971,- including Edison announced his invention of
the phonograph.
one of Graham's brothers.
On this date:
in
militants
Earlier this month,
In 1806, Napoleon issued the
the outlawed IRA's Provisional
wing escalated their attacks on Berlin decrees, declaring a
Protestants in the vulnerable blockade of Britain.
In 1956, the U.N General
villages near the poorly marked
Assembly censured the Soviet
border.
Each new killing fuels the terror Union for its intervention in
and a growing clamor for revenge Hungary.
In 1967, violent student riots
from members of the tight-kit
out in Egypt.
broke
Protestant community.

named for him.
Cunningham's next chapter
deals with the institution of
slavery in the western part of Kentucky and a man named Richard
Bibb, whose feelings about the
black man made him at odds with
his neighbors and friends. A
Mayfield man, Lucian Anderson,
was another fighter in the battle
forfreedom for all men.
Edgar Cayce, Augustus Stanley
of Henderson, Ruby Laffoon of
Madisonville, and Luther Draffen,
were some of the other unsung
heroes discussed in the book. One
particular section which should
delight many natives of Murray
deals with a woman who lived a
Little later in time, Ora Kress
Mason. She lived in Murray, having married the son of Dr. Will
Mason, also a doctor, and
distinguished herself by fighting
the female stereotype and joining
the ranks of her husband's family
as a fellow physician.
I never had the privilege of
knowing any of the Mason family, but I have heard many comments about what a dedicated
family of docors they were. They
established the old hospital which
was destroyed by fire in 1935 and
were deeply involved in the public
service life of the community,
even venturing into politics.
I would like to quote something
from the epilogue to this book.
"Courage is like fire. Fire can
be terribly destructive and
frightening as it runs wild,
destroying life, property, and
nature. Courage, if it runs wild,
can be dangerously misplaced by
a demented mind and a fanatical
ideas presented by an individual writer in a column
or other article, to -.respond
with their feelings on the
particular issues being
discussed with a letter to the
editor.

cause. There is a thin line between
fanaticism and nobility. The first
is a disease; the second is a gift of
God.
"But the adverse eats of fire
and courage are rare(=options.
"Tor fire has boo historically
and traditionilly a friend of
mankind. It has offered warmth
and hope. It has protected man
from the cold and from death. It
has cooked his food and made his
life healthier. It has warmed his
kitchen. And, at least, (Ire has
brightened the dark nights. Light
can even bring courage itself. The
smallest child tucked away from
the night finds comfort — finds
courage — in a hallway light.
"So they run together—fire and
courage. Only God knows when
man acquired either; perhaps
they were given together.
"Through the years mankind
has survived while ether
creatures have disappeared from
the earth. It may be due to fire; it
is most certainly due to courage..
"People 61 courage are like
flames in the wind. The stronger
the gale, the brighter the blaze.
Flickering and shouldering
against the odds, the flame battles
to survive. And as it buffets the
blowing winds of adversity, it will
enlarge and catch hold. Soon the
flame brightens into a great fire
as people are caught up in a noble
cause. And then at least, when
that flame succumbs to the cold
breeze of death, the black wimp
stems heavenward, and dark
shadows encroach upon that area
which had been so brightly lit.
"But lying unnoticed in the
night will be a glowing ember
spawned from the inspiration of
thatfading light.
"It waits.
"Now it flickers.
"It is destined to become a
flame in the wind."

By the same token, if an
issue has not been discussed
on this page and a reader
feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general
public, we welcome a letter
to the editor or an authored
article about whatever that
topic might be.

Five years ago: Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield recommended the U.S. break Its defense
treaty with Taiwan and grant full
recognition to Communist China.
()he year ago: Las Vegas officials placed the death-toll at 75 in
a fire that raced through the
M.G.M. Grand Hotel-Casino.
Today's birthdays: Author Jim
Bishop is 74. Baseball hall-offamer Stan Musial is 61.
Thought For Today: If 50
million people say a foialish thing,
it is still foolish. — Anatole
France, French novelist
(1844-1924.)

•I on

,

The Rev. T. H. Mullins, Jr , was
assigned as minister of Murray
Methodist Church at Memphis
Conference at Methodist Church
at Dyersburg, Tenn. He succeeds
the Rev. J. Mack Jenkins who was
assigned to a pastorate at Humboldt. Tenn.
Nancy Whitnell, a sophomore,
was chosen Miss Murray State
College. Her parents were Mr. and
Mrs. Bernard Whitnell.
Gus Robertson discussed "The
Grading and Sorting of Tobacco"
at a meeting of Hazel High School
Chapter of Future Farmers of
America.

50 Years Ago
Marlin's Chapel was chosen as a
demonstration school for a special
health program by Mable
Glasgow, Calloway County Health
Nurse.
A total of 1.6 inches of rain was
recorded here on Nov. 17 which
helped to relieve the drought
situation.
The Rev. 0. C. Wrather was
assigned as presiding elder of the
Paris District of Methodist
Church.
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Thoughts In
Season
By Ken Wolf
The story is told of a fabled
Eastern monarch who asked one
of his wise men to find turn
something that would make him
happy when he was sad and sad
when he was happy.
After a time the wise man
returned to the king with a ring on
which was inscribed the words:
"This too shall pass"
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Irvin-Harper Vows Said At Church

. dna lIrs. 6ary Lynn Harper

Sandra Lynn Irvin,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Cullen Irvin, and Gary
Lynn Harper, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Guy Harper,
were married in a fall
ceremony at First Baptist Church with the Rev.
Grover W. Page officiating.
A program of music
was presented by Gary
McClure and Sandra
Duncan.
The altar was centered
with a brass arch
decorated with white
gladioli, yellow daisies,
palms, and greenery
flanked by baskets of the
same flowers and spiral
candelabra. The unity
candle was placed in the
center of the altar.
Wanda Crutcher
presided at the guest
register.
The Bride

Community Events
Saturday, Nov. 21
Harvestfest will be at 1
p.m. at The Homeplace1850, Land Between the
L; kes. Groups are invited. A field trip and program about "Raptor Conse-vatiun" will start at 1
p.m. at Center Station,
Square and round dancing will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Wt Amen of the World
.1
Benefit supper of ham
and beans for Ray
Co, rsey, Jr., sponsored
by Dexter Homemakers
Cli b, will be served from
.4 to 6 p.m. at Dexter
Hazel Camp 1 38

Bargain Matinees
tat. & Sun. 2:00
Cheri & Cine
AU Seats Si .50

The bride, escorted to
the altar by her father
and given in marriage by
her parents, wore a formal gown of white satin
peau de soie overlaid with
white ciffon. The bodice
featured a Princess Anne
neckline covered in silk
venice lace and seeded
pearls as was the entire
bodice. Pearl buttons
closed the back of the
dress and the cuffs on the
sheer bishop sleeves
which formed a V on the
top of the bride's hands.
The full skirt was
gathered at the back forming a chapel length
train. The chiffon overlay
formed four scallops edged with flutted lace, silk
venice lace and seeded
pearls was on the
hemline.

The bride carried a
bouquet of yellow silk
roses and orange zinnias
centered with a large
white orchid, flocked
baby's breath, lace, and
pearl streamers. She
wore a gold locket that
belonged to her grandmother, a diamond and
ruby ring from the
groom, and tiny gold earrings borrowed from her
cousin.
She wore a white
Sheila Irvin, sister of
garden hat dovered in the bride, was maid of

Or- THE
LOST ARK

7:10,9:10+2:00
Sat., Sun.
t1110 SAYS TOO C.E if IKTTITOU7

YOu WERE ARTHUR -,
Liza
)1: Dudley
Allmnellt
Moore

M•son

Kosh
McNichol

The Friendship
Homemakers Club will
meet Monday, Nov. 23, at
7 p.m. in the home of
Faye Key, president, who
invites all interested persons to attend. For information persons may
call Key at 753-7387.
Vinita Winters
presented the major
lesson about "Would You
Like To Run Away" during an October meeting.
Members voted to bring two gifts for patients
at Western State Hospital
to the November
meeting.

Open Saturdays
and Sundays
See Our Special
Christmas Room

company tour

Twenty-seven students
and three faculty
members from the
Depatithent Of Graphic
Arts Technology-Printing
Management were in
Louisville Nov. 12-13-14 to
tour printing companies
and to attend the
Southprint '81 printing
equipment show.
Led by Dr. Thomas E.
Gray, chairman, and
Gene N. Bailey and
Stephen E. Horwood,
both assistant professors,
the group toured Courier
Graphics, Publisher's

Free Door Prizes

Printing and Gateway
Press.

eatt,
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Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Club will meet at 9 a.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 24, at
Dakota Feed and Grain to
leave for play at Kenlake
Tennis Center.
The lineup is as
follows:
Court One — Deanna
Parker, Renee Wynn,
Carol Waller, and Cathy
Mattis.
Court Two — Annette
Alexander, Jerlene
Sullivan, Cathy Young,
and Leisa Faughn.

robertson meet

1113.4413.443146s:•44
RDE

NOW
FOR
THANKSGIVING
DINNER
*Dinner Rolls
*Cream, Fruit, Pumpkin,
Pecan Pies
*Delicious Cakes
Prune. Carriit,
1:11044,1th% German 4:huculate •
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DON'T MISS THIS SPECIAL! COME MIN THE FUN!
-••••

Both Fantasy and Fact
Help Children Grow
DEAR ABBY: Is there a way my child can enjoy the fun of
believing in Santa Claus without being lied to?
It doesn't seem fair to tell a trusting child lies, and yet I
hate to deprive him of the pleasure of fantasizing about a
make-believe character.
My son is still a wee baby, and I hate lying to him,
knowing that one day he'll learn the truth and wonder how
many other things I lied about.
DEBBIE
DEAR DEBBIE: Childhood fantasies are not only
fun for children, they are also useful aids in developing healthy imaginations and creativity. It's
better to tell your child from the start that Santa, the
Easter Bunny (and don't forget the Tooth Fairy) are
all "make-believe" characters. The mistake most
parents make is to insist that these imaginary
characters actually exist after the child has questioned their authenticity.

" Robertson Elementary
gehool Parent-Teacher
PP.
Association will meet
Tuesday, Nov. 24, at 7 DEAR ABBY: Last week my sister-in-law had a garage
sale, and right out front was displayed the gift my husband
p.m. at the school.
A program about and I had given her last Christmas! It had never been used
"Reading" will be and was sold for less than half of what we paid for it. (I
have bought it, but someone else got to it first.)
presented by Mary Ryan, would
My husband said it was hers to do whatever she pleased
principal, Willie Farless, with it and I was stupid and oversensitiv
e to give it a second
librarian and first grade thought.
teachers. A question and What do you think?
answer session will follow
HURT
the program.
DEAR HURT: Your husband is right when he says
Sue Vance, PTA presi- that
the gift was hers to do with whatever she
dent, invites all parents pleased. But he's wrong
to label you "stupid and
to attend.
oversensitive" to give it a second thought. Your

Bargains you can't afford
to miss...details in
TuLedsdgaeyrIst
s Murray
Tim
_

Bel Air
Siag
Cuter •

By Abigail Van Buren

tennis lineup

4•;-44.,•;•441464,114
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4 Motorcycle Lovers
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CELEBRATION PLANNED — Mrs. Winnie
Scarbrough, Rt. 1, Murray, will celebrate her 102nd
birthday on Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 26, with an
open house from 2 to 4 p.m. at her home on Highway
121 North. All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

datebook

friendship club

Otainui St•753-3314

Aflijil

orchids. Flowers for the
wedding were made by
the bride.
Reception
A reception followed in
the Fellowship Hall of the
church.
A three-tiered white
wedding cake decorated
with yellow roses, white
sugar bells, doves, and a
bride and groom statute
was served to the guests
along with fruit punch,
nuts, and mints.
Serving were Phillis
Warfield, Cheryl Anderson, Tammy Brelsford,
Susie Adams, and Rhonda Garland, Rice bags
were distributed by
Stephanie Carra way.
The wedding and reception were directed by Sue
Sills.
After a honeymoon in
Florida, the new Mr. and
Mrs. Harper now reside
on Rt.6, Murray.

ftp

Open This Sat.
7:00.9:25+2:00
Sat.,Sun.

The attendants carried
bouquets of pink and
blue daisies, organge zinnias, yellow silk roses,
flocked baby's breath,
and yellow and white ribbons. They also wore
garden hats.
Jennifer Warfield,
flower girl, wore a yellow
dress accented with white
emobridered flowers,
white satin bows, and
heart-shaped buttons.

She also wore a headband
matching the basket of
yellow, blue, pink, and
orange flowers she carried.
Don Rogers of Murray
served as best man.
Groomsmen were Tony
Wallace and Mike Randolph. Michael Irvin,
brother of the bride, and
Chris Harper, brother of
t4he groom, were ushers.
The groom, his attendants, and the fathers of
the bride and groom wore
white tuxedoes with white
ruffled shirts and
bowties. The groom had a
white silk rose boutonniere and the attendants
had yellow silk rose
boutonnieres.
Todd Vinson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Vinson,
was ringbearer.
Mothers of the couple
had corsages of white silk

Your Individual Horoscope FNOORV

Now Til Christmas
-:05, 9:05+2:00
Sat.,Sun.
boN'T v011 WISH

honor. She wore a bright
yellow satin gown completely overlaid with
yellow, pink, white,
orange and green floral
chiffon.
Bridesmiads were
Terri Erwin, Murray,
and Vickie Scarlett,
Clarksville, Tenn., who
wore gowns like that of
the maid of honor except
chiffon covering only the
bodices.

galkt
23 1981
Woodmen of the World discuss the Book of Job
Fraaces Drake
will have its annual fami- with Sue Parsons as ARIES
An optimistic frame of mind (Nov.22 to Dec:21)
ly night dinner with leader at 7 p.m. at (Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
will attract benefits. You may You're warmly-received by
awards, door prizes, and Calloway Public Library. Luck comes through others. be invited
out. Late evening friends. Don't be afraid to ask
entertainment at 6:30 Any person who has read Close friends want you to favors good times
with family for favors. You may be invited
share their good fortune. Con- and frields.
p.m. at Hazel Community the book is invited.
to a party, but don't be selfsult with financial advisers VIRGO
Center. Food will be furindulgent.
Recovery, Inc., will about investments.
nished.
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
CAPRICORN
meet at 7:30 p.m. at TAURUS
You'll find new ways to in- (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
_
Calloway County Health (Apr.20 to May 20) tiltt, crease
Career opportunity comes
Alcoholics Anonymous Center, North Seventh Be alert for a new work op- possiblyyour income, and will now!
Think big! Later, you'll
receive a gift. Unexand Alanon will meet at 8 and Olive Streets.
portunity. Some get a lucky pected family news. Try to be want to celebrate with friends.
p.m. at west end of
assignment. A partner may less self-centered.
Shrug off unwanted advice
Livestock and Exposition
from others.
Creative Arts Depart- make an unexpected purchase.LIBRA
JL
Center, College Farm ment of Murray Woman's or financial move
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
AQUARIUS
It's a good time to push your (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Road. it
Club will meet at 9:30 GEMINI
21 to June 20) 111111
9
1- personal interests. Spruce up If you consult with advisers,
a.m. at club house with May
Monday,Nov.23
You're in a car...fr-P mood your appearance and you'll you'll get the help you seek.
Diana
Rabatin
to give the and will attract romance. make a
District 17 Unit I
good impression on Good news comes from afar.
Licensed Practical lesson about Tole Pain- Good news pertaining to others.
Business contacts can prove
ting.
Nurses Association will
children. Get needed SCORPIO
helpful.
meet at 7 p.m. in third
assistance about a work ef- (Oct.23 to Nov.21) Me* PISCES
Betty Sledd Group of fort.
floor classroom, MurrayTime by yourself leads to (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
accomplishment. Acts of Some receive an unexCalloway County First Baptist Church will CANCER
charity will be appreciated. A pected, or lucky, money
Hospital. Future meet at 7 p.m. with Paula (June 21 to July n)
Apartment-hunters meet friend may be in a cranky break. An contemplated
workshops and a Alcott.
with luck. Happiness is yours mood in the evening.
career development should be
Christmas party will be
Tuesday, Nov.24
for the asking on the home SAGITTARIUS
wititO talked over with trusted
discussed.
Parents Anonymous front. Don't be short-tempered
cotoselors.
--will meet at 6:30 p.m. For with a child.
Adult Great Books information call 759-1087 LEO
Discussion Group will or 53-6917.
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 4244

Gene & Jo's
Flowers

The Nit••••• Mr.0NW
00000.*.
..•PPISOM FORD

chiffon, edged in fluted
lace, and adorned with
lace and pearls. Her
finger tip veil was
gathered at the back of
the hat which laid over
the top and down the front
forming a short veil just
covering the bride's face.
The hat and gown were
designed and made by
Pauline Bucy.

sister-in-law was the insensitive and stupid one for
having offered your gift at a garage sale that you
were apt to attend.
•• *

DEAR ABBY: Several years ago you gave me a recipe for
Southern pecan pie. Every year I bake it for my family
around Th4nksgiving and Christmastime, and it's always
the hit of the dinner.
Recently I made it for my bridge club and every woman
there wanted the recipe. I didn't think it would tie right to
pass it out without your permission. If you say no, I will
guard it with my life.
PECAN PIE LOVER
DEAR LOVER: I hope your life is worth more than
cup of white corn syrup, 1 cup of dark brown sugar,
1/3 cup of melted butter, 1 heaping cup of shelled
pecans,3 whole eggs(beaten), a dash of vanilla and a
pinch of salt.
Mix above ingredients well, pour into an unbaked
9-inch pastry pie shell and bake in 350-degree oven
for 45 to 50 minutes. Cool and top it with whipped
cream or ice cream. Even served plain, nothing tops
this! (P.S. I can't understand why anyone would
refuse to share a recipe. Sharing enhances the
njoyment.)
•• •

DEAR ABBY: I .am a 38-year-old married woman. Last
Christmas, my best friend, who is a profeasional woman,
gave me an elegant gold charm for my bracelet. It had the
word "friend" engraved.on it.
My problem is that ray husband won't let me wear it., 14..
keeps telling me it is too person-11 a gift — and stinVId have
returned it immediately. My friend is also married and there
has never been anything in the friendship between The
woman and me to warrant his objectiott: I think my
husband is just plain jealous.
I know my friend must wonder why I have never worn her
gift, although she has never mentioned it. What should I do?
PERPLEXED
DEAR.PERPLEXED: You don't need your huahand•li permission to ,wear the gold charm. Your
husband's attitude raises some questions that need
answering. A man rarely looks under the bed unless
he has hidden there a time or two himself.

•••••••
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Stare Construction Continues
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The Saving Place ®

K mart* ADYERT15E0
MERCHANDISE POLICY
Our firm intention is to have even/ adve(
kited thorn in stock on our shelves If an
advearsed item is not overawe tor Ow.
chase due to any unforeseen reason.
K marl will Issue•Ran Check on request
ice the msramiSse tone item a reasonable family quantity)lo be purchased at the
sale price eherbever available or tott sell
you a comparable quality tern at a comparable reduction ri price

MasterCard

Save
33%

Sold In
SPortIng
Goods 6ept.

Girls' Sizes
7-16

Save
25%

2

U.S.O.O. Approved

Our 3.97 Ea.

6.97

.

Tmheenr malUo
n
:
d
r o
rw
ttorn
ea rs
stops
of
soft white cotton
a. our 2.97, Boys', Ea., 1.97
_

Re
chargetible
Fire
Extinguisher
•
For use on
oil, grease and
electrical fires.
mounting bracket.Includes
Save.

,

Our Reg. 3.57-3 87 Ea.

E

Misses', Girls' Thermals
Polyester/cotton tops or bottoms Prints or solid colors
Ea. Our 2.96,Girls'4-6X,Ea.,...$2

Your
Choice

Trash Can Liners
50 plastic liners. Fit 20to 30-gal. cans. 1.5 mu.
thick. Shop -and.save.

REBATE SPECIALS

Save
Limit 3

\IR COFFEE
K mart'
Sole
Price
, Less Factory
Rebate

23.97

'
a ;it .;

2
3

K mart'
Sale
Price

•••

YOLithisal
Cost After
$16
Factory Rebate _

Less Factory
Rebate

I
\I

Cost

YOLif Net
After
Factory Rebate18.88

97

Mr. Coffee With
Cotfee Saver!"
2-10-cup coffee
maker with 3, positon brewer/ Ik
warmer switch.

5/M, m/T

Save! Waring'
7-speed Blender
Push-button blender has plastic
pitcher, removable blades.

11

Save 38%
Panti-alr Panty Hose
Nylorthose and panty with cotton panel in one Basic shades

a
MOCKS
A1OTIVI
secCluart2
Movement, sweep
operated•
SItent
ilditery
ond hand
sol octuded
,
bilerv
•a

21.8801 c Aluminum Foil
12x75" roll of foil. So
handy for wrapping
-3.00

Almond

Almond
16-1141

CBS800C

ini811
1
11
PLAIN

maim.

Our Reg. 1.97 Ea.

2F,!3

1.1mIt4
Candies
Choose plain or
peanut 1-lb bag

Kodak
CAM(RAS HEM

7.77

Kodak'Colorbursf 50
Instant Camera

Choice Of Designs

6.96
I
•

25 Christmas Photo Cards
Made from your ti.::vonte color
negative • With 25 enveinc..irs
'Exec,charge ti mode

.

Just aim and shoot for beautiful pictures Camera has fixed-focus lens
and automatic exposure control
PR1Cr Instant Color Film... 12.44*

1C°Clak

instant
cc'korfilr

1.47

Per
Roll

Focar Color Print Film

'Twin pock, 20 exposures

Choose 126/20. 135/20 or
110/20. All film ASA 100

•

Processing not included

3.88

18-pc.
Punch Bowl Set
81/2-qt.
bowl.8 cups,8
and a ladle.
hooks.
Crystal clear.

Special
Thru Sat.

7-DAY SALE

TV

ELECTRICAL
SYSTEM CHECK

`KM Special' Fiberglass
Belted Whitewall Radials
Our Reg
45.88
P155/80R132

FOR

70

Plus F E.1. 1.52 Ea.

SERVICES INCLUDE.

Larger size comparably priced I

FrontEnd
Alignment
Available

7-DAY SALE
'KM 78'
4-PLY BLACK WALL

9

C pet Qt

011
10V140 Motor
c10
K mart'
cor
your
weather oil torSave now
truck or von

FOR air NI/
t

I

tu

Larger size comparably priced 1

All

ma

(c=is or----tr
Pt_ ACE

A CJOK101
01.0,C.3 ea tr0
,

-1.1relte• 3 Mee* Free
Reelecerierett:
- dithlt Month
Prorate Adjustment
W41,111Itty"
Ve

re*,41.01s ••••46•11•14.•I Imre

Installed
With Exchange
Our Reg.65.1111

Our Reg
32.88
••600x12

K MOO

THE SAVING

OH change(up to 5 qts
K mart 10W40 motor
oil)
2 Install 1K mart" brand
oil filter
3 ChasSis lubrication (fittings extra)
1

SERVICES INCLUDE:
Install front disc brake
pods and brake linings on rear wheels
2, Resurface drums and
true rotors
3 Inspect front Calipers
4 Rebuild rear wheel cylinders, if possible
replace. it necessary,
at additional ports
cost per wheel
cylinder
5 Repack inner and
outer bearings
6 Inspect master
cylinder
7 Replace trent grease
seals
6. Refill hydraulic system

Tires Include Mounting- No Trade-in Required
All tires Plus F E T Each
•

4 8
9
k".16

Lube,011 And Filter
Labor included, For
many cars, light
trucks Save now

52.88
Disc/Drum Brakes
Many U.S. cars Light
trucks, imports higher
additional ports or seiviciss Of*
•rho ~eft Mops extra

60-month Battery
Many U.S. cars, light
trucks. Top, side terminals. Shp now

_
•
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MEMO ourpoon

As we drove south from
Canada, a warm front
- greeted us like a fresh
welcome back to the
" states. North Dakota was
almost 30 degrees
warmer than northeast
Saskatchewan. The Great
Plains were bathed in
bright sunshine,an omen,
we hoped, for our upcoming pheasant stopover in
South Dakota.
Don Buck, Phil Sumner
and I had originally planned the South Dakota
delay to break up the long
drive from our Canadian
waterfowling grounds.
Don and I had never
hunted pheasants. Phil
had shot a few while in
the Air Force in
Nebraska. He baited us
with tales of beautifullycolored birds boiling out
of fencerows. Our anticipation was heightened
by recent reports of a
pheasant crop that's on
the rebound, of South
Dakota grainfields and
great wingshooting. In
essence, that's exactly
what we enjoyed the next
four days.
We had reservations at
the Holiday Haus Motel in
Pierre, the state's
capitol. Our immediate
impression was very
good. Hunting was
spoken here,from the girl
on the front desk to
waitresses in the
restaurant- to the bird
pickers who clean game
in an outbuilding behind

the motel. As we learned,
hunting is big business in
South Dakota, and the
local people know how to
make visitors feel
welcome.
Hunting licenses for
non-residents cost $42 for
10-day pheasant
privileges. A waterfowl
stamp costs another $30.
We'd come after
ringnecks, but we
discovered that about as
many hunters come into
Pierre for the bountiful
Canada geese on nearby
Lake Oahe as they do for
pheasants. The
possibilities for combination duck/goose/pheasant hunting are ideal. A
very logical scenerio
would include waterfowl
in the morning and
upland birds in the afternoon.
I say "upland birds"
(as opposed to
"pheasants") with good
reason. We'd never heard
about South Dakota's
other feathered targets,
but pheasant hunters
may also take sharptall
grouse and prairie
chickens.During our hunting we were pleasantly
surprised to shoot several
of each.
Limits allow for a
liberal'amount of gunning. Hunters may take 3
cock pheasants daily,
with a possession limit of
15. Chickens and grouse
can add another 3 birds to
the bag (in any combina-

tion). Throw in the ducks
and geese, and there's
plenty to keep a hunter
busy.
My contact in Pierre
was fellow outdoor writer
Steve Nelson. We'd met
last summer at a writers'
conference in Louisville.
He said he'd provide us
with some pointers on finding places to hunt and
tactics, and he was ready
when I called.
-Try the area down
around Presho," Nelson
said. This small town is 40
miles south of Pierre.
"There are plenty of
pheasants all over South
Dakota, but I've had best
luck this year in this
vicinity."
Nelson continued the
conversation by filling
me in about South
Dakota's recent pheasant
history. "Right after
World War II we had 40
million birds. In 1945 the
/
2
state harvest was 71
million. Then the Soil
Bank program started
sliding, and so did the
pheasant population. We
hit our low point of 1.3
million in 1976, but since
then the birds have been
coming back."
Nelson said South
Dakota now harbors 4
million pheasants, thanks
to a combination of an innovative habitat'restoration program and mild
winters. The population is
rebuilding rapidly,
though after what we
saw, it's hard to believe
/saw

1
1
°
SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

rs, •

Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sunday 1-6

090_,

the hunting could be bet-

ter.

Nelson said our timing
was excellent. "It can be
hard for a non-resident to
find a place to hunt the
first couple of weeks of
the season," he said.
"This is the time when
Family and friends of the
landowners are out in
force. But after the
season is well underway,
you can usually find plenty hunting spots by
knocking on doors and
asking for permission."
1South Dakota has a
tough trespass law.)
That's just what we did,
and for the next four days
we enjoyed the hospitality of landowners Cal and
Grant Burger, Alfred
Eihlers and Pal Jessop.
These men opened their
doors and farmland to
four strangers from Kentucky. They exhibited a
warmth that was sincere
and, we felt, indicative of
the spirit of the people of
South Dakota.
With licenses, permission to hunt and a vest full
of shotgun shells, we embarked on our trial and
error adventure. We'd
been advised by Steve
Nelson to walk slowly
through any type cover:
milo stubble, standing
cane, weed patches,
overgrown gullies. We let
our dogs roam freely in
front of us, and a lone
blocker prevented the
pheasant from running
out of the county. (If you
thought bobwhite quail
could run...
The action was
magnificent. We found
pheasants everywhere
we thought we should. It

Pf Soh ewes

took a lot of walking to
Caner a_combined lunit
of cockbirds. These
pheasants had been educ-_
tated by three weeks of
prior gunning. But with
each drive we became a
little more efficient. and
limits came earlier and
earlier as the days
mounted. As I mentioned.
we also downed several
sharptails and prairie
chickens to make our
game vests heavier.
Our dogs had great
times of racing through
the stubble after fleeing
pheasants. They also saved several cripples
that would have been lost

AL'S HOME IMPROVEME
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40
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AL'S HOME IMPROVEMENT
Yeats Of Dapandatile Set VIC.
Fully insured f-or Your Protection
Felest Quakily Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor

•Costo All Ninclows
•Cover Over Hang
On Inch Hunts.
Piiiivrn Paint Avalon
•Complots R•rnodeling
Ws Build Cupbo.wtts To fn
•Roofing
•Storm Windows b Door.,

rn I .eilbet ter

rk

Complete linc

•

THE JONES

KenIalki State Paris •

Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait -

Is Shopping
Honda's To Fill His
Bag.See Why In
Tuesday's Murray
Ledger & Times

r- 02.14445 or 474

t7
af,s

lomwwi

wanting info on combinet
-gootialtIttcki pheasaM trtps out of Pierre
should contact the Holiday Haus Motel Other clues ti o:na. can be
ansWere4 by the Division
of Tourism,. Dept. W. n1
S.- Central, Pierre, St)
S75111
Our Canada waterfowling trip had been a bust.
but South Dakota
pheasants more than
made up for it. As we
started back to Kentucky.
we felt we'd had a most
successful vacation. We'd
had a great adventure
and _met_the people and
11W
the birds of the plains.

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT
Open 7 Days A Week
a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

•

Boat,'Motor, Pontoon Ski

Ht 1 Hardin

automatic. and it was the
--perfect shotcUll. light and
smooth and with
minimum recoil
So pheasants are plentiful in South Dakota,and
strangers are welcomed
on many farms if they'll
only ask. Steve Nelson
suggested that hunters
wi:shing to plan for the
1982 season stipuld contact Chambers of Commerce or civic clubs in
the small towns across
the state. Another bet
would be to run classified
ads in local papers. A‘k
for information on hunting, staying with farm
families etc. Anybody

436-2802

;

Claus
For

,‘
pN

Free f stigmata% CAI

Kenlake Marina

tp, 445.4attilitAliRt
vSanta
atl

otherwise Any body going to hunt ui south
Dakota should take a
retriever. if possible
Even.an untrained dog is
better than no dog at all
tholigh quality hunts
can still be had without
canine astista
Without bragging, We
found the big birds to be
fairly easy targets. If you
can get over the shock of
several roosters bursting
out at once, they're easier
to center on than a darting quail. We used full
choke guns with .6 high
velocity shells. I was trying out -Browning's new
13-80 -gas-operated

Hwy. 641 So

Phone 753 8322
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THANKSGIVING
FAMILY
SAVINGS!

rvrnmuof
SALES &
SERVICE

R.R. 2 Buchanan, Tenn.(901)232-8221

(see addresses below(

RESTAURANT
South 12th Street'Murray, Kentucky 753-4111

hamburgers

seafood valuel
A great
golden tried
twelve
Includes
trench tries,
crisp
filets,
fish
and eight
slaw
coie
creamy
hush puppies

Only at port,cpating Coploin
ICLIP THIS COUPONI

Pac4
ue
more) I
or
4
(Serves

8
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q $10• Oiler expires Nov.29,1961

QMERI
1CLIP THIS COMM

6'41 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business..

Hw.641 South

753-9131

the
family value from
eight
A real
Captain Includes titets,
golden-tried fish crisp
ot
generous portions
creamy cole
trench tries,
eight delicious
slaw, and
hush puppies

Reg.$8,49

Now $64

Oiler exPlres Nov 29, 1981

IEM

Your U-Haul Headquarters

Cain's AMC Jeep

F NIS COUPONS ETA 11
I
pers
p
hi
C

select. yTor,ue
Our Weis ore so(lualifY
lhe
taste
con
tun filets
Chipper hos golden
Then
cooked to perteotron
ve vou pie* or crisp
creamy II/0w

for

399

$

The electricity
you use for
water heating
represents almost
one-fourth of your
yearly electric bill.
To save energy
and money:

• Run the dishwasher only when it's full.
• Wash-clothes in warm water; rinse in
cold water.
• Take a quick, warm shower instead of
a bath in a tub full of hot water.
• Set the thermostat at 1400 if you have
an electric dishwasher, 120° if you do
not

••

Muray•

s
I:
°fthelpulT
le_ hush
ivic)
southeage.itv
vole
CiiierexpesN0v. 1981
Nur
NMI 11111110NE cou•soN PER
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Down
the
Drain*
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Offer Good In
Murray, Mayfield & Paducah
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Seven Geimbie,For Rose Bowl; Two In control
By The Associated Press
As so often happens,
the Michigan-Ohio State
and Southern Cal-UCLA
games could have a
direct bearing on who
goes to the Rose Bowl.
But the way this crazy
mixed-up college football
season has been going, it
wouldn't be much of a
surprise if Washington,
Washington State or Iowa
made it to Pasadena.
All seven of those
teams still have a shot at
the-Rose Bowl, although
only seventh-ranked
Michigan and No. 14
Washington State can
control their own destiny.
If Washington State
defeats No. 17
Washington in Seattle,
the Cougars will make it
to Pasadena for the first

tr.

33
State's only chance is a regular season
years.
victory and an Iowa loss.
It's even more 4:41Fittlier- _ Georgia and fourthranked Alabama are idle,
ing in the Pac-10. For
Washington to go the Nebraska visits
Huskies must beat Oklahoma foe an unusual
Washington State and shootout which, for a
hope 10th -ranked change, will not decide
Southern Cal beats.No. 15 the Big Eight crown and,
UCLA. Victories by in a pair of key Southwest
Washington and UCLA Conference games, No. 6
point the Uclans tow:ird Southern Methodist is at
Pasadena. Southern Cal's No. 16 Arkansas and
only hope is to beat eighth-ranked Texas
UCLA, while Washington entertains Baylor. SMU
and Washington State_tie. leads with a 6-1 record
Elsewhere, No. 1 - but is ineligible for the
ranked Pitt, Sugar Bowl- Cotton Bowl. Texas has a.
bound against third- 4-1-1 SWC log to Arkanranked Georgia, visits sas'5-2-0.
TeMple and rtinnef:kp
ruridtnIF but The Clemson. -headed for the Associated Press Top
Ten, ninth-ranked
Orange Bowl against
5 Nebraska, is at South Southern Mississippi
'ifolelitAtoning to nail visits Louisville. The
down itr first perfect Golden Eagles are in the
Tangerine Bowl.
In the Second Ten, No.
11 Miami, Via., is at
North Carolina State, Mo.
12 North Carolina at
Duke, Notre Dame at No.
13 Penn State, Utah at
No. 18 Brigham Young —
the winner goes to the
Holiday Bowl — and
Colorado State at No. 20
Arizona State for a night
contest.
Clemson won the Atlantic Coast. Conference
championship a week
ago. In the eyes of many
of their followers, the
State championship is
evermore important.
-Vic are very proud of
our team because we
have gained our. first
goal. winning the conf refice championship,"
Ford - says. -Our - next
goal is to beat SOutl_
Carolina. This is as big a
rivalry as you can find
anywhere; so we will .
have to be-more prepared
for the Gamecocks than
any game this season. We
upset them last year in
the 'final games and they
would like to do the same
thing to us."
Models LA7680XK/LE580()X.K

time in 51 years. If
Michigan beats Ohio
State in Ann Arbor, the
Wolverines will go for the
first time since last
season. •• ,
While the Rose Bowl
sits back and awaits the
outcome of the Big Ten
and Pacific-10 races, the
other bowls will be out in
force with their
invitations since Saturday is the day the NCAA
says all those secret deals
that have been consummated in recent weeks
can be brought into public
view.
The other Rose Bowl
possibilities are these: It
Michigan loses and No. 19
Iowa beats Michigan
State in Iowa City, the
Ha wkeyes will be the Pkit
Ten representative. Ohio

'Oklahoma Coach Barry
Switzer conceded back on
Monday that "it will be a
strange week of practice.
Usually the Nebraska
game means so much in
terms of championship
and bowl probabilities.
Not this time. We have a
great task in front of us in
showing the ability to
bounce back."
As usual, Michigan is
one step away from the
Rose Bowl as it awaits
Ohio State. The
Wolverines have survived an opening-game loss
to Wisconsin and another
Big •Ten'defeat at the
hands Of Iowa and Coach
Bo Schembechler is
pleased.
-You have to give this
team credit," he says:

which went 12-0.
-- :This should be a great
football game.,." says
Coach Ron Meyer. "We'll
have to play error-free
football to do well against
Arkansas. It's going to be
snootout. The conference championship is
on the line for them, as
well as us. But we have to
remember that we still
have one game left.
hope our football team
remembers that and we
don't start celebrating
too soon. We could be
celebrating second place
if we don't tend. to
A victory for SMU-over business."
No Arkansas game
"The feeling is ab- Arkansas would give the
would
be- worth --its salt
solutely astounding, Mustangs the SWG title
almost overwhelming," and a 10-1 recogd, which without a quip 4-ir two
is the way Walden puts it. would be the school's best from. Coach Lou Holtz.
The reason the Pac-I0 except for the 1935 team, Thisone is no ex ceptiateoIf you win, it's great to
be at home. But if you
lose, it's better to be on
the road because you
have a better chance of
getting out ot the state
says Holtz.
-We're SNIU's- bowl
game. . Who would have
thought anyane would
want to come to Fayetteville for a bowl game?"
"Things sure didn't le;ok
good for us a couple of
weeks ago, but they kept
playing hard, hoping for
another opportunity.
They have showed a lot of
pride in their play the
past few weeks.
"I don't know what else
I can say about this game
and this rivalry that C
haven't already said over
the past dozen years."
Having a shot at the
Rose Bowl is a new feeling for Washington State,
so Coach Jim Walden
waxes more poetic than
Schembechler.

race is up for grabs is
Washington's 13-3 upset
of Southern Cal last week.
-We were all angry and
frustrated," says USC
Coach John Robinson.
"But I guess the game's
ancient history now.
We've been seeding the
clouds in Seattle and
we're predicting a hurricane. Maybe that willomean a scoreless tie."
The Trojans, of course,
will take any kind of tie ...
and the clouds in Seattle
normally don't need
much seeding.

49011
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Murray State Will Tackle Western Kentucky Toc.ly

I.

Limited edition, large capactt
washer features 4 automatic /
cycles plus bleach and fabric
softener dispensers. 3-cycle dr,er
features 4 drying temps, no-iron care for
perm't press fabrics and knit setting.
(Gas model also available.)

Series Would Fire Up State

Curci Says He'd Favor 'Cat-Card Series
LEXINGTON.,
o AP, Kentucky Coach
Fran Curd told listeners
to his weekly radio call-in
show Thursday night that
he favors resuming a
football series with the
University of Louisville.
Listeners to Curci's Big
Blue Line heard the Kentucky coach say that
resumption of the series
would "put this state on
fire."
Curci also said he raet
*this week with the UK
Athletics Board's special
committee that is studying the football program.
A recommendation is to
be made by the committee by next Tuesday on
whether Curd should be
retained.
Curci said a Kentucky-

Whirlpool
753-1713
21
6
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

LEXINGTON STARF1RE RADIAL
'Economy priced radial performance
*Wide-tread provides extra traction
'Silky smooth ride
•
Your
Cost*

Ship
_

P165/801113

4"8
r9

."

$3
.
795
.

P1115/75R13 1,7

$41"
$
P185/75R14 ""
Ii......... 4695
- P195/75R14 :
1 479
P205/75R14 l
"
i -4 54795

Dealer
Inquiries
Invited
*Two polyester cord radial plies
*Two fiberglass cord belts--- *White sidewall

P215/75R14 G7:9-

$4995

P205 /75R15 -Ts.
P215/75R15 `7:'

$4795
$4995

P225/75R15 Ts

$529$

P235/75RTS-17

$56"

• Plus F F T
plus re0Che

64 Sc, $788 ead, tire

SERVICE CENTER
BARRETT'S
Ph. 753-9868
Murray, Ky.

639 S. 4th St.,

Louisville football series
financially
would be,
beneficial to both schools.
"I'm selfish about it. I
believe we should play U
of L every year in Commonwealth Stadium and
we could make more
Money for both schools,"
Curci' said. Commonwealth stadium seats
56,000, while Fairgrounds
Stadi.urn, where

Louisville plays its home
games,holds 38,580.
"There are things that
get very complicated
Curci said," but I would
not like ti- see it (the
series) have to be done
through the legislature,
as I have heard people
talk of doing, and as it
was done in Florida. We
should sit down at a table
and dolt ourselves."

1

Curci said he was in a
The oas'setuaii guys'
situation similar to Curci referred to- were
Louisville's when he was appareetly were
at Tampa
committee liairinan
II I •
I
• and Fizank
and administrative pro- Ramsey of Madisonville,
blem than a coaching both - former UK
problem," Curd,added.
haskeball All-Americas.
Curd said his meeting
with the special commit- • turd complained that
tee of the UK Athletic's the committee should not
Board was "interesting," have convened ,:iuring the
and added that he was se:ison. •
We have enough on
"...in with three lawyers,
a couple of John Y. guys -our minds trying to- get
and a couple of basketball ready to play, each
guys. I hung in there as week.- he .said. 'But
best I could. I answered that's a decision they
them as honestly as I have to make and they
have to live with."
could."
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Free Banquet Facilities

SUNDAY ONLY
Fresh Fried Chicken

igurk ittglytm Any,

"All You Can Eat"

$3.99
Children Under 10 $1.99

Is Your
Authorized
Polo Distributer'.

All You Can Eat Salad Ear
'Choice of Potato &

L polo

Texas Toast. Free.
Refills on Coffee, Tea

&Soft Drinks. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Miura
15 44
So;12th
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Colonels Expect More
Than Scrimmage Game
From Loney's Eagles
MOREHEAD, K)
(API
Eastern Kentucky is ranked first in
the NCAA's 50-team Dtvistun I-AA and Morehead
State is near the bottom
of the list. But Eastern
Coach Roy Kidd doesn't
think Saturday 's game
w ill be a mere
scrimmage.

FINAL APPEARANCES, MAYBE — A win over Western
Kentucky today would maintain a slim avenue towards postseason play for Murray State's Racers. Playing in what could
be their final game as Pacers are offensive standouts Vernon

Broadnax i74) and quarterback Gino Gibbs (4). Bromine",
weighing almost 400 pounds as an offensive tackle,opens a hole
for returning fullback Jeff Terrence(32)against Austin Peay.
—Photo by John Salerno

Preview: Speculation Won't Win For 'Barna'
By DIANA SMITH
Associated Press Miter
TUSCALOOSA, Ala.
(AP) — Coach Wimp
Sanderson, whose
Alabama basketball
team has been picked to
finish third in the
Southeastern Conference
and ranked 20th nationally, says he anticipates a
highly competitive
season, considering the
caliber of 'teams the,
Crimson Tide will be
facing.
•
But he also says he's
leaving speculation about
how well his team will do
to the fans, sports writers
and pollsters.

"PerSonally,I'm happy
that we're well thought of
by people voting in those
polls That's good for our
program, our player's,"
he said. "I know, and I
hope they know, that a
team doesn't win on
speculation. It wins on
Alabama will have four
returning starters —
leading scorer and
rebounder Eddie Phillips,
Eddie Adams, Phillip
Lockett and Mike Davis;
five other lettermen —
Cliff Windham, Eric
Richardson, Terry
Williams, Vance Wheeler
and Maurice Myers,- and

Franklin-Simpson,
Mayfield Eliminated
By The AssociatedPress
LexingtOn Henry Clay,
with Dick Burke and Mtn
, Anderson leading: the
way, scored a 36-14 victory over Shelby County
Friday night to gain the
State 4-A football tiCe
game next Saturday
against Louisville
DeSales.
Tony Trotter raced 79
yards for a touchdown on
the second-half kickoff as
DeSales whipped
Louisville Doss 26-€ for
the Jefferson County 4-A
crown.
Also gaining the •'hai--f ,pionship lineup wer.
Elizabethtown, whi,'h
raced past Franklin Simpson 40-6 and Fort
Thomas Highlands, a 3114 victor over Russell in
State 3-A semifinals;
Paris, which beat
Russellville 14-0 and
Bellevue, a 62-14 winner
over Pikeville in Class A
play; Bardstown, which
edged Mayfield 17-14, and
Somerset, a '10-0 winner
over Prestoasburg in
Class A games.

four highly recruited
freshmen, Bobby , Lee
Hurt, Ennis Whatley, Rex
Jones and Mark Farmer.
"I think we've got a
good team," Sanderson
said. "I thought they
performed pretty well
last year." Alabama
finished the past season
at 18-11 overall and 10-8 in
the SEC, with Sanderson
in his first year as coach.
"The competition inthe
league this year is stiffer
than last. We've improved this year, but so have
the other teams,"
Sanderson said. "One objective has been to get the
older and younger
players meshed. That's
going well, we think.
"It'll be exiciting," he
said of the season. "After
five weeks of practice,
the coaches and players
are getting eager to get
on with it."
Sanderson pointed out,
however, that two top
starters are injured and
their stattis is uncertain.
"We're had two major
castwIties. On paper.
wee just got two stdrtors
returning. Ethlw
a starting guard who injured_ his knee in prac-

tice has been lost to a
cast. We don't know
about him yet. They ikere
supposed to take the cast
off Thursday.
"Phillip Locket underwent a knee operation
over the summer. He's
down to one hour and 15
minces practice time
because fluid keeps
building up on his knee.
Obviously, that's going to
limit his playing time, but
it's just something we're
going to have to live
with."
As for the other
players. the Alabama
coach says Eddie Phillips
has done very well in
practice. -Phillips has
shown improvement this
fall, particularly on
defense. Vance Wheeler
and Cliff Windham have
improved. Terry
Williams has improved —
all the older players hint
improvement," Sanderson said.
•'As far as the
freshmen, we're just going to take a wait-and-see
attitude. No fresh.an can
come in and burn up the
;vague, but they can contribute to the team. How
much I just can't say."

Saturday. All championship games will be played
.at Louisville's
Fairgrounds Stadium.
Paul Litsey and hill
Ransdell scored two
touchdowns a s
Eiizabethtown, 12-2, rac• dp
a
s
t
Franklin-Simpson.
Litsey's initial
L1111111111111111111lr
touchdown came in the
first period on a one-yard
run and he raced 71 yards
for a second -half
touchdown. Ransdell's
touchdowns were both
one-yard runs.
Elizabethtown will face
Fort Thomas Highlands.
Enjoy a
visit in your
12-2, for the State 3-A title
at 7:30 p.m. Friday. The
new home.
ii,ghlanders were led in
their victory over Russell
by quarterback Jim
Abner's three touchdown
Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Home- mor
•uckly after a WELCOME WAGON Visit.
passes.
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good place
Abner completed five
o shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem fo
of 11 passes for 195 yards,
more gifts from civic•minded businesses. That's wha
hitting Mike Dunn with
my Visit is an about — and it's free.
scoring strikes of 55 and
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and i
64 yards, plus a 55-yard
such a special treat We've been greeting people to
over.50 ylm.Just call me.
touchdown toss to John
Bankemper, who also
Katherine Ovtlend 753-3079
rushed for 97 yards in 12
Hostesses
carries. Bankernper also
Engeberg King (Asst.) 492-11348
Henry Clay led by jast had a six-yard touchdown
Mary Hemilten (Asst) 753-5570
17-14 at halftime, but run.
Burke swept lelt e;i:1 for
*********•••••••••*******
.•••••.••••••••••••••••••••••
five yards and
a
touchdown with 1.15 re- !I
•
maining in the thi.7 0
•
period to put .the-litue •
•
Devils up 23-14.
After a Robert Warfield
interception, Henry Clay
Hardin, Ky. — 437-4505
marched 71 yards for
Open Mon.-Sat. 5-9
another touchdown as
Sunday 11-5
Anderson plunged into
the end zone. One play
Specializing In
later, Burke grabbed off
Breakfast, Plate Lunches and Dinners
a Tim Sullivan pass, setFresh Ky. Lake Catfish & Boneless Catfish
ting up. a 28-yard
touchdown scamper by
Served With French Fries, Cole Slow Hushpuppies
Anderson in which the
225-pound fullback broke •
seven tackles Anderson
All You Con Eat, with Choice of
led all rushers with 75
•
•
Salad Bar & Hushpuppies
Potato,
yards in 15 carries.
•

•

Sanderson says there
has been very little
change in his coaching
methods or the game
plan. "We may run a little bit more on offense,"
he said. "Of course, we
have to be sound defensively," adding that
Alabama will remain
basically a man-to-man
team.
Of the non-conference
teams Alabama faces,
Sanderson said Texas
Tech and SMU, both road
'games, "are going to be
very challenging. Penn
State (Dec. 19 in Birmingham) is an , awfully
good team. In conference, any time you
play a conference team,
it's a challenge."
Alabama will open its
season Nov. 27 against
New Hampshire in'
Tuscaloosa. The Tide will
play one conference
game before the first of
the year, Vanderbilt,
Dec.12 in Tuscaloosa.

"Morehead's going to
play us with a different
attitude than they play
other people." Kidd said
of the annual seasonending battle for eastern
Kentucky supremacy.
-Watching them on
film, they're a better
team than their 11-8 )
record indicates." Kidd
said. "They've had injuries and some tough
breaks."
But Morehead Coach
Steve I.oney is approaching the game
realistically. Morehead
hasn't beaten Eastern
Kentucky in nine years,
and all indications point
to the Colonels' stretching that string to 10.
Although comparing
scores is always a risky
way to size up teams, it is

•••c

L_ _
interesting to note that
Tennessee Tech clobbered Morehead 35-17
Eastern blitzed the same
Tech team 63-10 after
leading 494)at the half
The only way we have
a chance of winning is .if
we have a great week of
preparation and we have
a tremendously emotional effort on
Saturday'," said Loney
"That's the ONLY way.
If we have one without
the other, we'll get beat
and maybe get beat bad."
he added. "It's kind of
scary.
"If they can beat us 80
or 90 to nothing, they '11 do
it," Loney predicted.
"And I'm not being
critical of them for that.
because if I got the
chance, I would.'
Kidd, whose club's 9-1

record is marred only by
a 24-0 loss to apparently
bowl-bound Navy, is anxious for an unbeaten Ohio
Valley Conference
record The Colonels
carry a 741 league record
into Saturday's regular'
season finale.
"I think it (the Navy
game) was worth it,"
Kidd said "I really felt
we had a chance to beat
Navy. I think if ire played
them again we'd do a little better because our
kids were a little
nervous"
After the Morehead
game, Kidd and his team
can sit back and make
plans toward a possible
second national title in
three years Eastern
defeated Lehigh in 197'J
and lost in the 19/10 finals
to Noise State.

MURRAY TIGER BASEBALL TIP-OFF,
Tuesday, Nov. 24, 5:30 p.m. — M.H.S. Gym
Admission Free
5:30 — Girls Scrimmage
6:30 — Boys Scrimmage
7:30 — Booster Club vs Faculty
Concessions Available: Sandwiches, Drinks, Desserts
Come loin in the fun - get a preview of the
Murray High Basketball Teams!
Sponsored by Murray Tiger Athletic Booster Club

Bring the
Family to
Our
HOLIDAY
FEAST

Henderson's

4-Way-Freeze Restaurant

$3.99

40

52

•
•
Breakfast Special:
Tim Owsley gained 72 •
•
•
yards for the Mite Devils, •
•
Richard
13-0, while
•
•
"Junior" Jones raced 118 •
•
•
yards for a Shelb—yCouti- •
•
, ty, 10-8, touchdown on a •
•
•
kickoff return and scored a
•
•
on a 15-yard pass From
Sullivan.
Trotter ale..-^orucLa.-.
6-yard run for DeS.-des,
Monday— Fried Chicken wISalad Bar
10-3, while Wills Shelby
carried 26 times for 124
Wed.- Homemade Chicken'n Dressing
yards and a torichdawn •
S.
Chris Dishmah caught
•
Thurs.-Ham Hocks w/Horthern Beans
•
„
•
two passes for 39 yards, :
.
- . 4CV1111'
•
including a 1 5-sard : We send a specie- invitation to each and everyone,
touchdown toss by Peter • help us celebrate our 11th year, serving the public at the 4- •
Wentworth. Doss
_
finished I Way Freeze Restaurant. Don't Forget Our Old Fashioned'•
•
9-4 Thi• State 4 ,1 nth : Chicken.
.n Dressing fora Sunday treat.
v lir, , t.r1.1:, al 7 -; P lu Car•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
t

Country Ham-EggsHomemade Biscuits
& Gravy

$2•65
,

Plate Lunches $2.95
$2:9
85
9
$2.25

A •

•

••
:••

Menu Includes:

SOUTHERN STYLE FRIED CHICKEN, ROASTED
YOUNG TOM TURKEY, BAKED BLUEGRASS
SUGAR CURED HAM, PILGRIM ROAST
ROUND OF BEEF, AU /US, KY. CORNBREAD
DRESSING, CRANBERRY SAUCE, HOUDAY
FRUIT SAUCE, OLD FASHIONED CANDIED
YAMS, KY. WONDER GREEN BEANS,
MAYFLOWER WHIPPEQ POTATOES wIGIBLET
GRAVY, CHEESE BAR FEATURING KY. MADE
CHEESES, AND FRESH FRUIT, SALAD BAR
FEATURING ASSORTED CONGEAL SALADS,
TOSSED GREEN SALAD, RELISH TRAY,
ASSORTED DESSERTS, IRCLUDING
MINCEMEAT PIE, KY. RIFLE RUM CAKE, AND
PUMPKIN PIE.

-Have
Thanksgiving At
Our House

$65°

Adults

Children
Under 12

5

Plus Tax $
3
9

Thursday Nov.26th
12 p.m.8 p.m.

Ken-Lake State
Resort
Dining Room
Aurora, Ky.

•
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Church Directory

•

speak at the Assembly of .the services.
A special offering for
God Evangelists Seminar
in December in Spr- the Mike Burkeen family
who recently lost their
Sunday, Nov. 22, as ingfield, Mo.
Special music will be home and contents by fire
follows
by Hendley, his wife, will be taken at the morn-Grace Baptist
ing service.
The Rev. R. J.Burpoe Rita, and their son,Tim.
Joey Davis from the
Sunday School will be
will speak at the 10:40
Sharon Baptist Church,
a.m. and 5:30 p.m. ser- at 10 a.m.
Graves County, will preHazel Baptist
vices at Grace Baptist
The Rev. James T. sent a mini-concert at the
Church, 617 South Ninth
Garland will speak at the evening service.
Street.
Episcopal
11 a.m. and 7 p.m. worwill
Peeler
Leland
Holy Communion will
direct the music with ship services at Hazel
be at 9:45 a.m. at St.
Dwane Jones as organist Baptist Church.
John's Episcopal Church
Music will be directed
and Terry Downey as
with the Rev. David
Miller
with
Gene
Orr
by
Choir
Church
pianist. The
will sing "The First Oneida White as pianist Robinson, vicar, as
Million Years" at the and Gwyn Key as celebrant.
At 11 a.m. an Inmorning service, and the organist. The Church
program
tergenerational
the
morChoir
will
sing
at
Youth Group will sing at
in preparation for the
ning service.
the evening service.
Season of Advent will
Sunday School with
Sunday School with
Dan Billington as Don Bailey as director be presented. Members
of the congregation are
superintendent will be at will be at 9:45 a.m. and
Church Training with Pat invited to make wreaths
9:45 a.m.
Hutson as director will be and placemats on the AdFirst Assembly
vent theme and to make
at 6 p.m.
of God
gifts for shut-ins,
some
Westside
The Rev. Jerry
the vicar said.
Baptist
Hendley will speak at the
University
The Rev. Don Farmer
11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
a.m.
the
11
speak
at
Hamp
W. Brooks will
will
First
services at
Assembly of God. He and 6 p.m. services at speak about "Who Is
pastored the church from Westside Baptist Church. Your Master?" with
The Adult Choir will scripture from Romans
1973-78 and presently is
an evangelist in Arizona sing "Born Again" with 14:9-13 at the 10:30 a.m.
Patsy Neale as organist service at University
and Southern California.
Hendley also has been a and Susie Scott as pianist. Church of Christ.
Assisting will be Ernie
minister for Indian mis- L. D., Warren, deacon of
sions in Arizona. He will the week, will assist in Bailey, Sherrill Gargus,
Various city and county
churches have announced
meetings and services for

2 Region
3 Falsifies
4 Border .
5 Station
6 Exist
7 Special
8 Tangled
9 Toward
shelter
10 Float in air
11 Dress
borders
19 And: Lat.
21 Narrated
23 Bed linen
24 Marry
25 Time gone by
26 Gypsy
27 Joyous
28 Fish eggs
29 Before
30 Short sleep
32 Poker
stake

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

MULE UUUOID
UIDOULIE 13012110110
UO UOMUUCEI OKI
OUU CUMULI 01210
GUM LIDU OUUU
CUOMO OUBUCIO
NUR
UMW
UNUISUO UUEUOU10
CUM WOO MOO
UOU MOM IDOU
CMS OUUEUUEDO IOU
CUMULI 1:1000130
MECO UOUUU
35 Manhattan,
for one
36 City in Texas
38 Suit — a T
39 Applaud
40 Detest

41 Stove part
42 Liberate
43 Italian coin
44 Egg-shaped
15 Direction
18 Pub potable

MWMM Mad WWII
WEIMM MEM WMEN
WIIMM WEN WM=
MMIMWM WHOM
WM WMIMM
WWWM WIMMIMMWWW
MEM WIUMM WINIM
WIIIMWMMEM
WM= WM
WWWMIMM WMEMWM
WIUM WWII WM=
WIIMM MEM WMMIN
WIMM WIIMM
W

YOU .4416NT AS WELL
60 E3ACK...SUPPER
WON'T BE READY
FOR ANOTHER HOUR...

I'M LATE --MAYBE
AUNT FRITZI WILL

LET ME EAT
WITHOUT
WASHING J-S
AAA--

and Wayne Doran.
A church wide potluck
dinner will follow the
morning worship.
University Christian
Student Center men will
conduct the 6 p.m. services.
Bible classes will be at
9:30 a.m.
7th & Poplar
John Dale will speak
about "How Can I Ever
Thank You?" based on
Colossians 3:17 at the 8:30
and 10:40 a.m. services
and about "Shop Talk"
with scripture from
Romans 12:4-8 at the 6
p.m. service at Seventh

and Poplar Church- of
Christ.
Assisting will be Kim
Weatherford, Jerry Bolls,
Ed West, Howell Clark,
Walter Mehr, Danny
Cleaver, Robert Johnson,
Webb Caldwell, Max
Farley, Johnny Bohannon, David Ryan, Ron
McNutt, Ricky Cherry,
Noah Wheatley, Ronnie
Sills, James Thurmond,

Seven Youths Guilty
Of Manslaughter

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Serene
5 Soft food
8 Popular TV
show
12 Solo
13 Oslo coin 14 Century plant
15 Erect
16 Dry, as wine
17 Rams or
• Reds
18 Goal
20 Declares
22 Call — a day
23 Wild plum
24 Give prior
notice
27 Offspring
31 The self
32 In front of
33 Anglo-Saxon
money
34 Be overbearing
36 Profound
37 Let it stand
38 Tantalum
symbol
39'Anger. of
yore
42 Ensue
46 Flow from
Etna
47 Distant
49 Animated
50 Solar disk
51 Rubber tree
52 Macaws
53 Await settlement
54 Actress
Remick
55 Seasoning
DOWN
1 Veeicle

Richard Smith, J. T.
Page, Keith Hays, Danny
Nix, Gearl Suiter, Max
Cleaver, -Dwain Taylor,
Bobby Bazzell, J. B.
Starks, Rob Gingles,
Robert Hendon,J. H. Nix,

PITTSFIELD, Mass. Kern, 19, all June
(AP) — A jury found graduates of sports rival

seven teen-agers guilty of
in
manslaughter Thursday
in the drownings of two
youths from a rival
school after a graduation
party.
It ruled the seven
young men were also
guilty of assault and
battery.
Prosecutors contended
the seven were bent on
revenge against the two.
The bodies of Richard
Retzel, 18, and Barry
Griffin, 19, both 1981
graduates of Lee High
School, were found June 5
in the back seat of a white
Cadillac pulled from the
bottom of a lake bordering Lee and Lenox, two
small Berkshire hills
towns.
Found guilty were
Peter Bianco, 17, Todd
Terpak, Steven Piretti,
Joseph Burke Jr., Mark
Hinman, and Robert
Walker, all 18, and Bruce

deacon of the week, will
Mist.

NANCY---

Your Individual
Horoscope

An

=.44

suffering from
milk. I used only skim milk,
then I drank a full glass of
rich Whole milk at lunch and
that night suffered considerably from an attack of diarrhea. Since then I have not
had one drink of milk but
this morning the diarrhea
occurred again. Any information you can give will be
appreciated.

Some people have a form
of allergic reaction to
gluten, a protein found in all
cereal except corn and rice.
Soybeans are not a cereal
and are also free of gluten.
Avoiding all of these glutencontaining cereals and products that contain them
solves that problem.
Now, there is much more

KOFF
KOFF .

•

4111•1....

WELL,NoMAT IF I LOSE?

110L1 1MaJt_Ceter DARE!

NOW, LOOK AT THE GROUND„ DON'T
RAISE 'OUR HEAD OR OPEN YOUR
OR YOuRE A DEAD
CROOKED JUDGE
',,.GOT

e

UH.
GOT
IT...
04
;ly

111/11

In the play of today's
easy-looking game, declarer
hoped for a decent diamond
suit break to score a couple
of overtricks. The suit broke
poorly and instead of overtricks, declarer found himself with a sad story.
Declarer won the diamond lead in dummy and
counted tricks. He had five
trumps, three top diamonds
and the club ace for nine
tricks. hree more diamond
tricks were available if
West ha I led from 10 and
another diamond. That possibility seemed likely
enough s) declarer went all
out for his overtricks.
Trumps were drawn and
declarer's last diamond was
led to dummy. West discarded and the whole plan
collapsed. Declarer was left
with the same nine tricks
with which he started and
the game went one down.
A much safer way to play
the hand yields the same
overtricks whohazoLki,
suits split nicely, but guards
against going set when diamonds are 4-1. At trick two,
declarerNhould cash two of
his high trumps and lead his
last diamond towards
dummy. if West ruffs, he
can win that trick and his
spade ace, but declarer gets
the rest.
If West refuses to ruff,
dummy wins and a low dia-

with a stomach tube to find back of the eye. Usually
it. Giardiasis is found in food there is nothing that can be
done to treat color blindness
and water.
DEAR DR. LAMB — but you do want to be sure
After considerable study and what you have and that you
training I obtained a job I have been tested properly.
liked. I passed two of the See an eye specialist for this.
periodic physicals, but after
It is not uncommon to
the third I was judged to have good vision and be colhave color blindness, though or blind. Most animals see
I have excellent eyesight. I only in black and white.

MICR

IRA G. CORN,IR.

SURE,IF I CAN HAVE
HALF NIDuR WINNINGS

117'

Church Teaching with
owsA Be adaptable today, for the
ARIES
Kerry Letterman as at 10:45 a.m.
unexpected is likely to occur.
director will be at 9:40 The Carillon Bell Choir (Mar.21 to Apr. 19) I
Inner resolve will be the extra
in
touchy
Close
ties
may
be
a.m. and Church Train- will play -America The
soft-pedal dif_ factor that makes things haping with Glenn Hale as Beautiful," Cheryl Dailey the morning, so
ferences then. Later, sharing pen for You.
,
director will be at6 p.m. "and Annie Nance will
the responsibilities will enhance SCORPIO
andsing
First
"God Is Love,"
(Oct.23 to Nov.21) Ini'I'Z'
togetherness.
Methodist
Church Choir will sing TAURUS
Get unfinished business
The Rev. Jimmy "Now Thank We All Our (Apr.20 to May 20) t$067 completed, but don't let
Stubbs will speak about God" at the morning ser- Sluggishness affects morn- yourself become anti-social in
process.
New
ing activities. Unexpected the
"Humble Bread" based vice.
affect
your
developments
news
pertains
to
A
finances.
d
on scripture from
Attheeve
evening
Kathy working mood leads to ac- finances.
Deuteronomy 8:3, 7-18 at Tandy Clark
jviep
.
the after- SAGITTARIUS
the 8:40 and 10:50 a.m. Copeland will sing a complishrnent in .
(Nov.22to Dec.21) "
services at First United duet and the Ladies Choir n".
Under the influence of
GEMINI
Methodist Church.
will sing "We Praise(May 21 toJune 20) 1/
4
11- others, you could be tempted
Holy communion will Thee,0God."
clize friend behaves er- to overspend. Be sure to inratea
be celebrated at both serWayne Halley is
The best way to elude an old friend on your
vices.
minister of music with resolve problems with others social schedule.
Steve and Lisa Hussung Joan Bowker as organist is to talk them out. Evening CAPRICORN
(Dec.22to Jan.19) Id
will sing a duet, "The and Allene Knight as brings rapport.
,
p., t....%
Rely on hard work rather
CANCER
Darkest Hour," at the pianist.
.
personality to bring
than
WPM
,
22)
*P
toJuly
(June
21
be
early service. The
Sunday School will
Chancel Choir, directed at 9:30 a.m. and Church Domestic problems may about career progress. Hidden
arise, but a sense of duty will information comes to light
6
by Paul Shahan with Bea Training atp.m.
see you through. A fine job op- Consult with advisers.
First
Christian
Farrell as organist, will
may come from out AQUARIUS
sing "No* Thank We All' Dr. David Roos will ofPthertabltY
(Jan.20 to Feb.18)
aM ue.
Our God" at the second speak at the 10:45 a.m. LE°
.n44A Don't try to sway others
with flattery. Be sincere and
service.
service at First Christian (July 23 to Aug.n) vo
The Hannah Circle of Church (Disciples of There may be some mix-ups you'll gain the supiart you
in communication, but things need. New friends enter your
United Methodist Church Christ).
Women will serve a
The Chancel Choir,settle down later in the day. Life now..
Thanksgiving dinner at directed by Margaret Love at.first sight is a strong PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
Clark Possibility.
6:30 p.m. followed by a Boone with M
Morning hours tempt you to
program by The Youth as organist, will sing "We VIRGO
(Aug.23 toSept. 22) nP%. extravagance.It's a good time
You need to curb tin- to go over the books with close

"Folks without hope often
are those who simply
haven't been shown the
right things to hope for." —
.Frank
. .A. Clark.
. ........

J

speak about "A Commit- Lucas, Benny Maddox,
ment To Excellence" Jim Stickler, M.C. Ellis,
with scripture from
Philippians 1:9-11 at the
10:45 a.m. service and
about "pressing Onward
Toward the Goal" with
1)+46\10
scripture from Philippians 3:7-14 at the 7 p.m.
Frames Drake
service at First Baptist
FOR SUNDAY,NOVEMBER n,1981
Church.
Assisting will be Paul What kind of day will tomer- decisions, but welcome
Lyons and Fredrow be? To find out what the changes that are truly proWorkman, deacon of the stars say, read the forecast gressive.
LIBRA
week. The ordinance of given for your birth Sign.
(Sept.23to Oct.22)
baptism will be observed

THE ACES'

COME GET
YOUR
DINNER
•••

mot.f.rH...

Norman Hale,Eimer Collins, Ron Gray, Sandy

Nagged by diarrhea

ER...

CL1LP...

Baptist Church. Milton
Gresham is director with
Margaret and Michael
Wilkins as accompanists.
Dr. Jerrell White,
pastor, will speak about
"Reasons for Thanksgiving" at the 10:50 a.m. service. Ralph Bogard

First Baptist
Dr. Bill Whiltaker will

HEALTH

l el

TESTING...

9:45 a.m.
Memorial
The Youth Department
will present a musical,
"Walk In Love," at the 7
p.m. service at Memorial

Virginia Ellis, and Loch*
Hart.
Sunday School will be
at 9:30 a.m., youth groups
will meet at 5:30 p.m.,
and fourth in a series of
"Portraits of Jesus" will
beat6 p.m.

Lenox Memorial High.
They face a m9ximum
penalty of 20 years in
prison and a $1,000 fine on
the...involuntary
manslaughter charges;
the maximum sentence
on the assault and battery
necessary expenditure now. allies. Career luck comes sad1
2 years in
charge is 2/
Avoid impulsive domestic denly.
prison and a $500 fine.
The prosecution contended that in the course
of a melee between the
two groups on a boat
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
ramp, the car began to
DEAR DR. LAMB —
DEAR READER — There to diarrhea than that and I was released. Is there any
roll toward Lake Laurel.
Witnesses said the vic- have had the nagging prob- are many causes of diar- am sending you The Health treatment for color blindof intermittent diarrhea rhea. I presume your doctors Letter number 13-8, What ness?
tims jumped in the car, lem
DEAR READER — In
attacks for six months. have looked for most of You Need to Know About
tried to stop it, but failed. While they are not disabling, them. Intolerance to milk is Diarrhea, to help you. Others most instances color blind"These seven young they have been a nuisance to one. It is from an inability to who want this issue can send ness is an inherited defect
split the lactose double sug- 75 cents with a long, referred to as an X-chromomen went down there to say the least.
ar in milk. Lactose is presself-addressed some-linked abnormality. It
start a fight to get even
I have had every test the ent in both skim milk and stamped,for it to me,in care affects 7 percent of men and
for a beating the Lee boys local doctors can think of whole milk. It is not part of envelope
of this newspaper. P.O. Box only one-half of one percent
had given their friends except having my colon the fat.
1551, Radio City Station, of women. It can also be
scoped,
even
a
CAT
scanner;
caused by some diseases
earlier in the evening," everything seems to
If that is your problem New York, NY 10019.
be you should know that milk
Some infectious organ- that affect the optic nerve
Assistant District At- normal. There is no nausea
lactose is in other foods isms are hard to find. This and other parts of the visual
torney Daniel Ford said or cramps involved. It usual- and
— including desserts that includes giardiasis, a tiny tract. I doubt you have any
in his closing argument. ly happens in the morning use milk and some candy. If parasite, which is muth of these since you are in
"If they had not gone, but not during the rest of you have a high grade of more common today than it good health and have no'
intolerance you may need to used to be. Stool examina- other abnormalities.
Richard Retzel and that day.
Color
appreciation
I thought I had the solu- be careful not to eat any tions may be negative;
Barry Griffin would be
tion when I heard friends foods that include milk in sometimes fluid must be depends upon a mixture of
alive today."
preparation.
drawn from the duodenum special pigment cells in the
talking about

IT GIVES ME A
CI-iANCE TO PRACTICE
MY 5UPPERWALK

THAT'S ALL
RIGHT_

Forest Boyd, Jim Wilson, clown Troop- and Gather Together."
Gary Rowland and Kenny Children's Choir.
Assisting will be
Hoover.
Church School will be Marilyn Stickler, 0. B.
Bible classes will be at at 9:45 a.m.
Boone, Jr., Joe Rigsby,

2 NOTICE

2. NOTICE
NORTH
•8 2
'Ilf A 62
•AKQ963
.54
WEST
•AQJ73
•7 5 3
•10
4KJ10 2

11-21-81-A

EAST
•10 6 4
IP 84
•J 8 5 2
•Q 9 8 7

SOUTH
•K 9 5
•K Q J 109

•74
•A 6 3

Vulnerable: Both -Dealer:
South. The bidding
South
211,

West
1 40
Pass

North
2.
4,

East
Pass
All
Pass

Opening lead: Diamond 10
mond is ruffed by declarer.
Two rounds of trumps are
played ending in dummy.
and declarer earns himself
a prudent overtrick.
Bid with Corn
South holds:

11-21-81-B

*AQS73
IP 7 5 3
•10'
OK J10 2

North
1*
246

Smith
14

ANSWER: Three
Worth another bid and the
club raise is a standout.
Send bridge questions to The Attie,
P0 Dos 11343, Deltas, Tezas 75125,
with pelf-sddreanA, stamped envelope
for ten

Thanksgiving Specials at
Antique City Mall Hwy. 45
N of Jackson Tenn. at 3way. 10 percent off of
everything our way of
saying "Happy
Thanksgiving" open
everyday but Monday
10:00-5.00.

Add cultural and refinement to your home with
an oil painting from Goodman's Art Shack. Prices
to fit all budgets. Call 7533473.
Families, Groups, Reunions. Remember
Special Occasions

14 Kt. Opel Pendent:,

Carter
Studio

Regular $139.00
NOW $39.95
One Group Diamond
Rings...
$39.95
$49.95
$59.95

753-8298
300 Main
Do your Christmas Shopping early. Leather
purses, wallets, jackets,
belts. Custom made
minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.

-

GOLD
SILVER INC.
Olympic Plan
753-7113

Open House Sun.

Nov.
Glendale. Complimentary
facials bring a friend and
see our latest Christmas
line. Hostesses; M. Farris C. Caiti 753-0119.
21 1-4 p.m. at 827

IIIIMIN=N111111

IMMEDIATE RN
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
EMERGENCY ROOM:
One full thee, 11-7 shift. 12 boor shift
I.C.U. One full time, 1 1. to 7 shift 12
hoer shift ovelis.
• MEDICAL SURGICAL
Two fell time positions, 11-7 shift.
Callcollut:

Muklenberg Gommunity Nespitel
Assoc. Director of Nersing:
Lou Ann Pendleton
502-338-4211
An Iqu.l Opportunity Employer

•
-•••••••••

*NW"

1'4U.: II THE MAR 41.

2. NR_TAL....
Small super market in ex
cellent condition
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 502
247 1461 or 247-5961 after
7 30 p.m.

..1.1.1M;ER& TIMES.Someday • Noyeenber 21, 1981

31ERILAP&M

S1TATION WANTED 24 MISCELLANEOUS 12 A▪ PIS FOR-RENT

711772 Therresli ing
glass doors and frame in Eniey country at
excellent condition $75.00 mosphere and conve
Call 753 1326 after p.m
- once of town in a
Will do babysitting in my itenmore washer and Hibilet North Apartdryer
home 753 9444.
John Deere pull ment. 2 bedroom town
type lawn sweeper 40" houses available 753-709
1 Custom machine .Hearth Glow free stan
Bible Coll
or 753 75.50.
Quilting
quilts or ding wood burning stove
Touched by So
bedspreads. Call 75345.57 36x36x24. Call 759-1524
1 bedroom furnished
swoon. 7594444;
after 5:30 P m.
apartment for &dung.
Children's Story
Would like to keep lady in Franklin wooq burning New paint and drapes. 2
759-4445.
my home for room and stove $75.00 2 electric blocks from hospital. No
board. Also my husband wall heaters $1000 each pets. Lease and deposit
required. Call 753-9100
M&G Complete Glass Co. will rake leaves for 753-0110.
after 4 p m
has a complete line of anyone Call 753-7506.
71
/
2
horsepower DeWalt 3
glass and plateglass. We
Equal
Housing 1 and 2
Would
with
like
sit
p.h.
to
3 Phase radial arm
also have showcase and
bedroom apartment. Call
display cases. Do store elderly people. Have saw. 753-5561.
Murray Manor 753 8668.
front work and fA storm references. Call 759 1255.
Refrigerator like new
24" chain saw electric
windows and doors. 14 WANT TO BUY
typewriter Honda Trail Newly decorated one
Replace patio door glass,
or
dress
Bike. Call 753-5292 or 753- bedroom apartment
cut Mirrors and glass Little girls fancy
$175.00 per month. Call
table tops all sizes and pageant dresssize 8 or 10. 9138.
Spann Realty Associates
shapes. Install auto glass 759-4599. • • '•,r
Fork lifts new and used 753-7724
plateglass and window Want to buy standing complete line of lifts for
glass. Do picture fram- timber cash or percen- every purpose.
Datsun Two bedroom apartmen
ing. M&G Complete Glass tage. J.L. McKnight 753- and
others. If you need a for rent, range, oveof
816 Coldwater. Call 753- 7528
lift give us a call 502 247 refrigerator, dishwasher.;
0180.
disposal, washer and
4069.
Xmas Open House Sun- IBM Selectric correcting 1971 Ford pickup F350 4 dryer hookup, air, carpet.
No pets. One year lease
Nov. 22 1981 15 typewriter. Call 759-1139.
day
door cab 1961 Ford T
and $225 deposit required
p.m. All welcome.
Chrysler 16 ft. $225 per month. Phone
bird.
Prizes free gifts. The HOME FURNISHINGS fiberglass boat
753-2622 or 753-3865.
Poppy Shoppe 407 Poplar.
Chrysler trailer
70 hp
105 hp 2 bedroom furnished or
Mature lady to live with Beauty rest queen size Chryslr motor
mattress and box springs Chrysler motor. Will
retired lady 753-8648.•
unfurnished apartment.
like new $120.00. Call 753- trade 436-2506.
753-8730 before 5 p.m.
1326
after
5
p.m.
Recliners and easy chairs
753-6965 after 5 p.m.
Firewood
$89.95 and up. Btly or lay
away and save. Big sav- 2 couches makes into Order now and burr Furnished 2 bedroom
seasoned wood this winter
ings throughout store. single bed. Call 753-2399.
apartment on water in
Carraway Furniture 105 For sale excellent 436-2758.
Lakeway Shores.
N. 3rd St. 753-1502.
Henredon oak table, 6 Anti-freeze for recrea- References and • deposit
tional vehicles. Call 753- required. 436-2131.
chairs, 3 leaves,
3 CARD QF THANK5 $450.00; 1 modern couch 4947 after 5:30 p.m.
with walnut frame,
1 bedroom loft apartment
We would like to express $250.00; 1 Parsons hall or VrOod for
really difsale 125.60 a gas heat
- our heartfelt thanks to sofa table covered in
rick. Call 489-2101 or 489- ferent and nice. Water
our family and friends black leather,
$75.00. 2231.
cable included, $135.00
who were so very kind Call after 4 p.m.
753-6648.
- and loving during the il,Lombard chain saws and month. 1 bedroom apart• _ lness artile
oath of our by- 19. FARM EQU I PME NTservice. Stokes Tractor ment extra nice furnished
gas heat water
ed one o thy Nelle. We
Industrial Rd.cable included. $155.00
• especially_wish to_ thank Hydrolic oil for all trac•
the kind ahd loving doc- tors. Some new and used Wood, cut up slabs, $17.00 month. Call 753-8948 6-8
parts for Fords and other a rick. Call 753-8526.
p.m.
tors for their dedication,
.._. Dr. Hal Houston
Dr. tractors. Plow points for
_ Hugh Houston.
Dr. all plows. Manifolds for Firewood $25.00 rick 1 bedroom upstairs apartand Dr. Ford, Massey Ferguson delivered. Call after 5 ment
Lowry
$125.00 month. 753_ McFarland. The nurses of and AC tractors. Vinson p.m. 436-2744.
0191 and 492-8908.
„-: the third floor are to be Tractor Co. 753-4892.
Firewood $25.00 rick 436- Large furnished efficien•-.• commended for their
2179.
Firestone
complete love and Mien- Goodyear
cy apartment. Call 753., tiveness. We thank Bro. - BF Goodrich and others.
6254.
sale
Firewood
$25.00
for
Walter Mischke and Bro. Tractor and farm tires on
•
Jimmy Stubbs of First farm tire service. Snappy rick delivered. Call 436- 2 bedroom unfurnished
•• United Methodist Church Service. Vinson Tractor 2744 after 5 p.m.
duplex with stove
and Bro. Lloyd Perrin of Co. 753-4892.
refrigerator
Cadiz for their spiritual
Custom made rifle case, dishwasher and disposal.
' support during Dorothy 2000 disk blades in stock. slings, leather
clothing. Extra nice in Westwood
Nelle's -illnes and death. Do not buy disk blades un•
Bro. Mischke's funeral til you get our price. All Murray Leather shop, Subd. Heat pump with low
message will remain a gauges and sizes! Vinson Dixieland Center. 759- utilities $250.00 month 7539633.
3742 before 4:00 p.m. or
• comfort and sollace to us Tractr Co. 753-4892.
305-792-5565 after 4 p.m.
always. We thank Ann
26. TV - RADIO
Doran for her inspira- Best prices on three point
HOUSES FOR RENT
tional songs and her seeders also truck tool
- beautiful voice
also boxes. Vinson Tractor.
New
brick lakefront,
special gratitude to Bea 753-4892.
three bedroom,
two
Farrell for the lovely
bath
central heat and
'
T
Organ music. .We thank -SPORTS EQUIPMEN
air on main lake. Lovely
the staff of the J. H. Chile-view with patio deck on
chill Funeral Home for Dan Wesson 357 magnum
25"
color
W9.95
three sides. References
their help and kindness. with holster 5200.00. 753deposit.
lease. Strout
19" color,1
colWe are thankful for the 8184.
Realty 753-0186.
support and love of the
or, 19" B/W
MUSICAL
22.
Gleaners S. S. Class of
Three bedroom brick
.; First United Methodist Kimball Player Piano
one bath
lakefront,
Church which were such a Call 753-9853 after 4 p.m.
753-7575
heat
pump fireplace
comfort to all. For all the
outside
storage
carport
prayers
love
and CAR STEREO
-4
$250.00 per month
27. MOBILE
complete dedication Pioneer,
Kenwood
deposit.
Strout
Realty
753given to Dorothy Nelle by
HOMES SALES
0186.
Mitsubishi
family and friends we are Marantz
Very well kept 12 x 60 Es•
most appreciative and Sanyo Professional inden
grateful. Words cannot stallation. Sunset quire mobile home offer- 3 bedroom. bath
Boulevard
Music
Dixing two bedrooms, step- with fireplace garage
.
express our'Thanks for all
deposit
. the loving hands that ieland Center Chestnut St. up front kitchen, living references
prepared the delicious 753-0113.
room and bath. Also in- $200.00. Strout Realty 7530186.
.. food and lovely flowers.
cludes two new air condiGod bless and keep you
tioners, extra closet 2 bedroom house 4 miles
atl. in his loving care. The
space, new carpet, stove West of Murray. Water
Family of Dorothy Nelle
and refrigerator. Selling furnished $100.00 month.
(Carraway) Adams.
price of only $4500.00. Call 753-5801.
Responsible party to
•
759-1293 after 5:00 p.m. or 2 bedroom house gas
take up payments on
5. LOST 8, FOUND
753-3134.
heat washer-dryer conlike new piano.
1978 14x70 3 bedroom 2 nection. 503 S. 6th 362
REWARD - Small mostcentral heat and 8063.
bath
- ly beagle male with white
unfurnished. 435air
.flea collar lost about two
4122 or 435-4171.
Large house ideal for 3
miles east of Murray. 759
1719 or 753-4641.
1975 14x70 all electric 3 boys or 3 girls also. Fur•: -Black Labrador with red
, bedroom mobile home. nished apartment both
• collar in vacinity of 23 EXTERMINATING central heat and air ex- near university. Call 753Locust Grove Church. If
cellent condition. Located 2967 after 5 p.m
at Fox Meadows Tr. Ct. Two houses near universi' found call 753-8791 or 753$100.00- deposit,
ty.
3837.
Call 753-6815 after 4 p.m.
$108.00 per month rent.
Lost 2 year old male
1971 Richardson 12x60 two Call 753-6114 after 6 p.m.
Bassett Hound answers to
bedroom
central air
name of Fred and 1 year
and heat (gas)
un- 6 year old 3 bedroom
Old Beagle redish brown
f ur n i shed . 753-3142 frame house near
and white. Lost on 121 6
daytime after 5 p.m. 753- Kenlake Resort $225.043
miles South of Murray.
plus deposit. 442-3877.
8854.
Reward. 436-5838 or 753
3087.
28. MOBILE
3 bedroom brick for rent
HOME RENTALS
415 S. 8th St. Full size
- 6. HELP WANTED
753 3914
2 bedrooms with central basement extra outside
TEXAS OIL COMPANY
heat new furniture and building for car. $250.00
needs dependable person 24. MISCELLANEOUS carpet. Near university. month
$200.00 deposit.
who can work without
,
Shady Oaks Mobile Home 2.517852
utility
6x91
/
trailer
2
ft.
tilt
supervision in Murray.
Court 753-5209.
House and lot in Lynn
excelent
for
hauling
wood
Contact customers. Age
2 bedroom furnished Grove 2 or 3 BR extra
unimportant
but also topper for long wheel $160.00
1 1/2
also 4 BR
month Randy's nice
maturity is. We train. base Ford courier. Call Tr. Pk. Call 753-8411.
story vacant. Coleman
753-7785.
Write K. T. Dick Pres.
R. E. 753-9898.
Southwestern
2 bedroom
2 bath fur- Two bedroom cottage, livFt. Worth:
Petroleum
nished all electric mobile ing room, kitchen, full
Tx. 76101.
home. $75.00 security bath. Located at Paris
IBM Copier, dependeposit
$160.00 per Landing on the Coast
$180 Per Week Part Time
dable, good condition
month rent. No pets. Call Guard Road. $125.00 a
at Home. Webster,
mod currently under 753-4808.
America's foremost dicmonth plus uti.lities
tionary company needs
maintenance contract.
Deposit required. 502-436
2
bedroom
update
trailer.
home workers to
5353.
Large paper supply itsLedbetter Church Road
local mailing lists. All
ceded.
Coll
753-2424
$60.00
a month. 354 6144 Nice 2 bedroom brick
ages, experience unafter 5 p.m.
with large utility
for more details.
necessary. Call 1-716-842dryer
washer
6000. Ext. 5112.
Small 2 bedroom trailer refrigerator
air condi
East of Almo 753-3320.
shady lot and
- tioner
2'bedroom furnished garden spot. Married
trailer for rent. Rent couples only. Reasonable
$100.00. $75.00 deposit. rent for young couple with
proper references and
Call 753-2906 753-0792.
deposit 492-8594 after 6
•PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
Trailer for rent out 121
pm.
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
South. 580.00 m onth
37 LIVESTOCK
$50.00 deposit. Call 753•LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
7975.
SUPPLIES
•HOLLISTER OSTOMT PRODUCTS
2 bedroom trailer near Registered Appaloosa
Frip• Delivery on Prescription io Oty Units
Murray. No pets nice
Filly 2 years old $400.00.
Call 489-2611.
Will hold until Christmas
Two bedrooms with cen- 436 2676.
tral heat, new furniture
38 PETS SUPPLIES
and carpet. Near university. Shady Oaks Mobile AKC registered Boston
Home Court 753-5209.
Terrier 753 7438.
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across Front Ceowireeity Couto/)
-•
13.11 SI NEIS RE_NT ALS Rottweiler puppies 2 mon
.
4 ths old AK C registered
753 6843.
Will keep baby or smaii
child in my home Ex
perienced Call 753 3697

Large
Selection
Used TV's
3-

CLAYTONS

WANTED

CLAYTONS
753-7575

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
now

FOR SALE

.3

WALLIS DRUG

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
Specializing in Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Open

Nom

Mon., Tues., Mors., Fri., Sot.
8-12 - 753-3685
WrWM=.91L.

Mimi
Mereheasa
Stomp,Spate
F.,'..,
753-47511

•••

month old Black
Great Dane, full
pedigree. cropped *OM
fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753,9101, 753
6527

PEfS SUPPLIES
Complete rabbitry
breeding stock
COW%
and equipment 753 6843
Cocker Spanial puppies
blonde and black and
white $U 00 Also some
breeding stock
Reasonable Call 901 735
2705
11 PUBLIC SALE
KE Surveyors Transit.
Walkie Talkies
golf
clubs
furniture
tools clothes etc 1316
Vine St. Fri 12.005-00
Sa.11:00 am 5000m

'AVID
NET SW
MENAI
LAW CS.
Hwy 45 North
5 Miles north of
Mayfield I 247 3862
Now Open Thursday
10 a.m to 5 p m F ra(COS,
& Saturday 10 a m to 6
pm
Yard sale all day Satur
day 1627 Loch Lomond

43. Real Estate

PRICED JUST
REDUCED
On this attractively remodeled 3
bedroom home.
Central gas furn ace, very
e conomical
utilities, good location on quiet
street. Now offered at only
$28,500. Home is
vacant and ready
for immediate occupancy. Owner
transferred and
must sell. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.
OVERLOOKING
WOODED
HILLSIDE
Ecomomic family
living in this
wooden
contemporary
home and 11
/
2
acres located in a
lovely setting at
the edge of Murray. Many unique
and unusual
features including
40x12 Redwood
deck, 40x12 concrete patio,
fireplaces in living
room and family
room, pella thermopane windows,
and much much
more. Priced just
reduced. $70's.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty,
for all the details.
We are members
of Multiple Listing
Service.

OLD MAN
WINTER
Won't give you the
blues in this bright
and cheery home.
Private wooden
fence surrounds
backyard with
concrete and brick
patio and gas grill.
Gas logs in
fireplace provide
comfort, economy,
and convenience.
Phone today for all
the details on this
quality home in a
quiet residential
neighborhood.
Priced in the $50's
through Kopperud
Realty, your
homes for living
realty in Murray!
JUST
COMPLETED
And ready for a
new owner. Three
bedrooms, great
room, three full
baths, very attractive kitchen, large
utility room and
two car garage.
Located in new
development adjacent to
Gatesborough.
Immediate possession and priced in,
the QM's, Owner
financing
a vaialable. Phone
753-1222, • the Kopperud Realty
Home Team.

3E71

a REA4'711177T-_ 46 HOMES
Nice house`Wah -tT acres
S2108.0 down Take over to trade tnc house and lot
reasonable payments end Of equal value outside city
this 2 bay shop with 2 2 lirri.1 Cali 1$9 tre,
bedroom .apatments will
good buy at $14 900.
be yours Let that shoo A
I : story
1
4 BR
you've always wanted be
: mile south of
yours Call Spann Realty bath
Lynn Grove
2 acres
As
753 7774
Coleman R E 1531691
NewItwOrtiom tbatth.
Perigee & Theron
built Ifl appliances. Must
leserense
sell $30. 000 Call 09
2670
Reel Estate

WOW& Geri Sq.
Money,lents*
753-4451
Exclusive Oak Estates lovely large lot iusf
waiting for your home
built the way you want it
Enioy spacious living
with quite and privacy yet
only minutes from town
Call today Spann Realty
Assoc. 753 7724

Take This
Home...Please!
No kidding, owner
must sell. He's
been transferred
from Murray to
Omaha. He's leaving behind an
assumable loan.
Poor guy! We've
got every confidence this home
will sell within the
month. Three
bedrooms with
delightful decor,
beamed ceiling
greatroom, practical utility and
fenced yard provides home for
your family. Dial
753-1492 now.
HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN
or maybe even
'closer
Row cropping,
livestock or a combination of both - tobacco barn,
milkhouse, farrowing house, year
round spring-fed
creek rans through
the property into a
30-acre water shed
lake. Oh yes,
ladies, there is a
four bedroom
beick home
pampered by its
owners. What
more could you
ask? How about
financing you say?
We have that also
on this 293 acre
country estate.
Dial 753-1492 for
your personal
brochure on this
estate. After hours
dial 436-2166.

Soy
1974 Ford truck hcm• tive
elswatt
MO Cream (010f
ROW amffer on it 49 ON

miles ISO motor wit,
$o1$0 Oil
Small
refrigerate' GE 11600
Call 431-2176
1978 Ford F 116pTik
up
11411416 Perot
good
twocuowec &l 51350 00
C.alt 73317110
e
I$! Chevrolet •
V firK:
tat0.1..111
condition
long ;.04
753 8171
753 9

,47,MOTOACYCL.
1972 R S Yamaha ex
cellent condition very low
mileage„. 350 Call 436
5594
Honda CR 250 Elsonor
Trail Bike 5330 00 or best
offer Phone TS) ?Wafter
4.1$.
1975 Honda CB 400cc
motorcycle 4 cylinder
SOCK) miles
like new
$925 00 Call 753 1326 after
m
Sp
Motorcycle must sell 1979
Harley Davison
Superglide FXEB
$3500.00. Call 75.36764 for
appointment
Custom made leather
lockets, trousers, hats.
MillOf shoe repair Murray Leather. Shop. Dix
'eland Center 759 9633

truck 753
iit
T92 Dodge
standard $725 00 159 1801
80 GMC Van conversion
Fully a/Itemized with
refrigerator. Sink. Otte°.
couch (converts into
bed), rally wheeIS
custom paint and cap
tans chaii). 13,000 miles
Reply to
S014
Surplus Jeeps. Cars. and
Trucks available Many
sell for under $300 00 Cali
312 742 1143 E x t 1441 for
information on how to _
purchase

SERVICES OFFERED
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR 15 years ,city
perience Carpentry
cncrete
plumbing
roofing
sliding
NO
48 AUTO SERVICES
JOB TO SMALL Free
Lompression engines for estimates Days ..174
sate 396 377 350 783 7159 cugtat424 2274
Super Cobra 428 390
Firewood for sale $70'
351C Pontiac 418 OHC6 rick delivered Call 436
Mopar 440
383
318 /292.
Autom 3 tics
Stan
Alexander Sepfic Tank
dards
Changeovers
759 1739. ,
Cleaning. Vacuum clean
Tngine 350 transmis ed from your driveway
industrial. residential.
sion doors -. radiator
Of commercial. 24 hour
glass
front cap
rotors
etc. 1974 service Call 753 5933
Chevrolet trucks Call AAA CUSTOM MADE
759 1739
CABINETS, bookcases,
music centers', etc
49 USED CARS
Reasonable 436 7566
196,4 Corvair Monza anti
Trrolumel
que in good running con
I
dition. 472 2959
paperhanging, painting,
farm buildings, top. sides.
1980 Citation sharp car Commercial 0,-P
54600 00 753 9400
residential Call Tremon
1912 MG red with black in
arris 759 1987.
terior, perfect condition
All your plumbing and air
753 07800r 767 4776.
conditioning needs. Also
1970 Audi SUper 90 4 door do carpentry, pointing.,
dependable transporta roofing and concrete All
tion Asking 5400 00 See work done to satisfaction
753-2211.
at 802 N 20th alter 5 p m
Leaf Removal - Let TLD
IMIWIMPM11444WIEWIMIWIIMINI,
Landscaping and Lawn
Maintenance fake care of
1978 Oldsmobile
(fliS troublesome task
Delta Royal 4 Door
quickly and efficiently
Free estimates 759 1913.
Sedan, one owner,
_
local co..
Guttering by Sears Sears
continuous gutters insfatl
,.(1 per your specifica
tions Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate.
Oldsmobile
MOBILE HOME
Pontiac
ANCHORS underpinning,
Codifies
roof's sealed, patio awn
1406 W. Main
ings, and house type roofs
for mobile homes 753753-5315
1873. Jack Glover._
1976 Monte Carlo Landau Asphalt driveways ono
air condition
power parking lots sealed by
steering and brakes tilt Sears For free estimates
call 753 2310
wheel
radio
clock
very sh.arp and in good
Concrete
and blocks and
condition 753 7857
brick
Basemehts,
1980 Regency 98 Olds 4 driveways, sidewalks and
storm cellars. 20 years
door. This one Owner ex
ecutive car has had the experience and free
V
Z• best of care. Fully loaded estimates 753 5476
full Will clean basements, at
sunroof
LORETTA MIS, MALTIRS® including
tics, garages, haul away
power 6 way seats win
1200 Sycamore
dows
under - junk. Call 436 2292
locks
Murray, Karam).y 42071
coat etc 59 350 00 lets
(502)753 1492
you have all this plus high Fence sales at Sears now
MP-Cidiesel power_ Call Call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimate for your
753 3605.
44 LOTS FOR SALE
• needs
•
4 burial lots in Memorial 1978 Ford Granada air
power steering and Automobile machanic
Gardens 753 4539.
will do work oniutomatIc
brakes AM FM radio
45 000 and all gasoline engined
mile highway cruise - control
40 acres
frontage Route 1346 next miles good price -needs trucks. All work done
guaranteed. Calli17_45416.
to Irvin Cobb esort. 2 tires. 328 8649.
$48,000, 58000.00 down
ROOFING
owner financing Will ac• 1971 Vega good condition
Seib • Up/ Sisiogies
cent boat or travel trailer 753-8367.
or trade in. Wfite Bill Ot 1981 Datsun 2107 door 5
*forest's. All wiry
tesen• Carbondale, III or speed
gooreetied. Frs.
overdrive AM
call 618 549 3002 after 5 FM cassette air
Ittimets, Cal 751-1859
p.m.
in 753 1511
15100.00. Call 753-0446
after 7 p m or 762 2401
46. HOMES FOR SALE between •8 and 4 p.m.
Unique log home three 1972 MG red with black in
bedroom, central gas tenor, perfect condition
heat with full basement 753-0708 767 4767. ,
Assumable loan. Call 1973 Buick
wagon $500.00
Purdom & Thurman 759 1465
Realty 753-4456.
• rebuil.
Ifome for sale by owner, 1975 Lincoln
1505 Oak Dr., excellent engine has some rust
condition, immediate fully loaded $1350.00 759
possession. Three 1465.$1350.00_
bedroom brick over 1400 1976 Fury Sport
318
sq. ft. living area. Fully V8
low mils
all
carpeted. Phone Paducah power
sun
cruise
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111 roof
stereo
new
or after 5:00 p.m. 554- radials well Carel for
Turn Left Off
7580. Ask for Ken Adams. Call 767 2273

PURDOM'S

14:11W
A.P104,lisai,C1. SERVICE
KENMORE
WH , RI POOL
WEST INGHOuSE
70
years floe. VICO. ROO
by Hopper
Bob s ikp
phafKe StaloKe 1111 S Sm
St 753 41171 of Yu moo
ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl luaina
and trim Aturninum tr'm
10, brick 'toysrs jh
Glover 713 1173
K Stump Remo,
al
Do you need sfur-pt
removed from yode v,yrys
or land , Ir.trea of
stumps' We
cm, ye
stumps vo ro 74 below
Me ground lesysfig Only
LIPWChist .W10 (hips
tOt free OthffIfte

kemp 415 4343 or
k *imp Jr 415 4319

Call

Bob
Boo

Carpet Cleaning Clean
odor free. carpet, last
longer and krr,e'ls better
or free esti•riates el,
t/eff's Carpet Clean,ng
7539176 E Nur,.ent eit ane
/pliable
Nmici work on your trees'
Topping. pruning, shop
ing, complete removal
and more CAIrl. BOVER'S
TREE SERV fc'E,for pro
fessional tree care 753
8536
AliiMiAunt Seoucs -Co
ANNA,* red runt
siding, custom him
work References Call
Will Id Bailey /51
9689
For your lime hauling and
lime spreading whitr
cock
gravel, sand,
coal h.tuling call 753 4545
ix_ see Rodger Hudsor,.
located "
east oi
Hwy 94
Will sharponTiand saw'
chain saws and skill saw.
tab 753 4656

t CLF ANING
R
Free estimates Satrsfieo
referen(es V i br v
steam Of quick dry lean
sing. LEE S .CARrE
CLEANING. 75) 5827 • A_
i.rofessio- nal oltir., and
building ma.ro,
,
,Inc ,
daily or wee9t. Lee'.
Carpet Cleaninu •, 5877
hoor Sanc1'no
finishing 35.4 61.?
_

-

- --

'O.IMO
Carpenter
etc 16 year k • 1 or TrIr
436 2253
Don't put off ueitina vow
fav6rite sofa ,r
reupholstered
muse
the long *4.1 tor itc
return. We offer or,e week
service Also 'Ake act
vantage of our year end
thr,
special Say you
ad and save $50 Ou on onv
sofa and chair umbina
tion Bill's Uphotr.tery In,
S. 13th
Roofing Hot Tar an,:
Gravel Roofs As* about
year guarantee Roof,.
coated cold or het an
plications shingle roofs
removed and replaced
Complete roof -and cikii
mg removed and replar
Roll roofing
ed
fiberglass shingles ir
stalled on straight 4x 12
roof 533 SO LAbor and
material
An work
-the- proles- _
sionals Yates Roofing Cn
642 °Mica,' collect

30 yea's experience
Carpenter building and
additions
remodeling
Call 436 7253
56 FREE

cor_umN

Bent up aluminum
building free Just pick it
up near Aurora 442 3877
Half grown male car
needs good home 753 3994

OPEN HOUSE

Sunday 2-4 p.m.
November 22, 1981
For Your Personal Tour
Come By....
1713 Melrose
Doran Rood

Melrose . House on Right
Camelot S-D Left on Gibbs Road Off Wiswell
Rood; Right on Camelot Dr.
4th House On Right
1301 Kirkwood
Corner of Kirkwood
and Peggy- Ann
On

The Nutrient
Deficiency Test

,

Do You Know What
Vitamins To Take?

Do You Cornbine Your Food
Properly?
Do you need more or Less
Protein.? Enzymes?
Minerals?
Learn about this computer-age test
(1,.it answers.these questions and
many More.
t'.111 1)r. Broeringtneyer 753-2613

Watch For Our Signs
We'llie There For
You!
21
• !I
i •
111111A INS,IMAMS®
1208,Secemere
Money, Ilearnek y 17071
(502)753 1492

a

10,1, a.a saa,

••

Obituaries
MayfieldMayfield
Services Set

Services for Hugh
Nelson Mayfield,
Roseville, Mich., former
resident of Calloway
County, will be Monday
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Kaul Funeral Home.
Burial will follow in a
cemetery in Roseville.
Mayfield, 63, died
Thursday at St. John's
Hospital, Roseville. Born
Aug. 3, 1981, in Calloway
County, he was the son ef
the late Jack Mayfield
and Lettie Hughes
Mayfield.
Survivors include his
widow, Ruth Connor
Mayfield, to whom he
was married Feb. 3, 1940;
two daughters, Mrs. Roy
(Bobby) Morgan and
Mrs. Pat(Peggie) Migen,
Roseville, Mich.; two
sons, Charles and Rick
Mayfield, California; a
sister, Mrs. Phillip
(Alice) Murdock, Rt. 7,
Murray, Lynn Grove
community; two
brothers, James
Mayfield, Detroit, Mich.,
and A. E. Mayfield, Murray; seven grandchildren.

Burglars Beat Through Wails

Covered
Some dental services
for adults will still be
covered by Kentucky's
Medical Assistance Program despite an
emergency regulation
• that had discontinued
Medicaid coverage for
dental care to recipients
21 years and older.
•
Human Resources
Secretary Grady Stumbo
said his department was
able to restore some dental benefits for adults to
Medicaid coverage beginning Oct. 1, 1981. These
services include tooth extraction, filling cavities
and emergency treatment for pain, infection
or hemorrhage.
- Some Medicaid recipients may have been erroneously billed for dental services occurring
after Oct. 1. "These persons should ask their dentists to seek payment for
these services from the
department's Bureau for
Social Insurance," Stumbo said.
Two Medicaid recipients were appointed by
Gov. John Y.Brown Jr. to
the Advisory Council for
Medical Assistance, a
citizens group that advises the Human
Resources secretary on
Kentucky's Medicaid program. Nawanda Daniels,
Louisville, and Chen
Lusk, Paducah, were
named to the council Oct.
15.
Stumbo said he plans to
propose that the 1982
General Assembly revise
the statute authorizing
the council to expand its
membership from 15 to 17
members with at least
seven consumer
members.

J. Drew Creinisto of
Cincinnati, Ohio, will present his senior trumpet
recital at 3:30 P.m. Sunday, Nov. 22, in the Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center at Murray State
University.
He will be accompanied
by Pianist Marie Taylor
and organist Maxine
Clark, both members of
the music faculty. Also
playing will be Tim
Jones, French horn, and
Valerie Nicholson, piano,
both of Chicago; Monte
-Fisher of Murray, bass;
and Iv.in Rosario of Puerto Rico,drums.
Cremisio will play
"Sonata for Triunpet and
Piano" by Henry Purcell,
"Concerto for Trumpet in
E-Flat" bit'Pranz Haydn,
"spnata for Trumpet and
Piano" by -Kent Kennan,
"A Child is born" by
Thad Jones and "Al/
Blues" by Miles Davis.

assault with intent to
murder and transferred`
to the Escarnbia County
Jail at Brewton.
.Escambia County Core
oner Bartley Gates said
Bernice &Irvine, 56, of
the Pine Grove Community, a passenger in a
passing car, was dead on
arrival at the prison infirmary. The driver of the
car, her brother, Glen
Williams of Zachery, La.,
was not injured.
Evans said Mrs. Harville was holding her 2year-old granddaughter,
Candada Harville, in her
lap at the time she was hit
by the bullet. The little
girl was not hurt, he said.

Business Article Published

Services

Recital Set

ATMORE,Ala.(AP)*— through there when be
A sniper fired dozens of wasn't reloading."
gunshots at passing
The gunman, identified
_
cm an Alabama by police as Lewis Lamar
highway"-may,killing P-4...me, 27, a construction
olgoWay
woollen who
holding worker from Greenville,
a 2-year-old girl in her lap began firing on motorists
and wounding a second about 9:40 a.m. and conwoman,date Police said. tin ued for about 15
The little girl was not minutes.
reported hurt.
He was captured after
"A lady pulled in here
wounded in a barbeing
and said somebody was
of
fire by officials of
rage
deer-bunting close to the
road," said Billy Smith, the nearby Fountain Cormanager of a service sta- rectional Center. The officials, who fired at least
tion near the shooting.
After other motorists 17 shots, said Free was
pulled into the station not connected to the
warning they had been prison.
shot at,"we tried to stop
State Police Sgt. John
the traffic," Smith said. Evans said Free was
"He shot at just about charged with one count of
everybody that went murder ard 10 counts of

Lt Col yerman
LOUISVILLE. Ky. such attempt to control
Mayer,
commander- 44
to
proposal
handgun
sales
"smacks
(AP) — A
control the sale of han- of big brother." Commis- operations for Louisville
dguns in Jefferson Coun- sioner James Malone aLso police, said such an orty appears to be headed said he tends to oppose dinance would "help a
He said such an
for a fight in Fiscal Court. the regulation of gun lot."
ordinance in the county
The proposal has won sales.
Brown said he has ask- would aid city dealers,
the strong backing of
AIM
Jefferson
ed
Jefferson County At- who operate undera city
and
Louisville
W.A.Franklin
control
ordinance.
County police, but was torney J. Bruce Miller to
Customers who see the
withdrawn from the determine whether such
regulations can
city
fiscal court's agenda a measure would violate
"walk
across the line into
Thursday by the commis- constitutional rights.
The ordinance, as the county and get
sioner who drafted it,
drafted, would require anything they want."
Sylvia Watson.
Mayer noted, however,
that
dealers be licensed
she
said
Watson
Mrs.
the city ordinance
that
wanted more time to and that customers fill
W. A. Franklin, Murray
apparently
isn't being
out
a
form,
complete
with
measure.
review the
School principal,
High
Judge-Executive Mitch thumb print, and wait 24 rigidly enforced. Mayer presented a paper about
McConnell would not hours before receiving a said he discovered that computers in the high
comment on the proposal, handgun. The form would city policemen are not school curriculum at the
but the court's two other require that a customer checking the records of 24th annual Kentucky
commissioners ap- disclose any past arrests. gun purchasers, a prac- Association of Secondary
Jefferson County tice Mayer said he School Principals Nov.
parently will line up
Police
spokesman Bob assumed with in use to 11-13 in Owensboro.
against the act.
Three votes would be Yates said that his prevent criminals from
Franklin presented his
needed in fiscal court to department "would be obtaining handguns.
recently-completed study
An article written by manufacturing or
Mayer
said
he
would
more than happy to enpass the measure.
of the use of microcom- Dr. Roger C.Schoenfeldt, chemical processing
for
a
review
ask
of
the
Commissioner Carl dorse" such an
puters in Kentucky High associate professor in the plants in the Mid-South to
situation.
Brown said he felt any ordinance.
schools, based on Department of Manage- gather data for the study.
responses from 171 high ment and Marketing at It asked 36 questions conschool principals.
Murray State University, cerning various aspects
While at Murray High was published in the of the foreman's job
the past two years, November issue of Super- which many experts in
Franklin has initiated vision, a business the field, consider to be
and expanded computer magazine with interna- major problem areas.
undergone
an
section
a
few
interesting
weeks
back
RIDGEFIELD, Conn.
programs.
tional circulation.
Schoenfeldt found that
(AP) — A friend of ours stated that among regression socialogically
Prior to coming to
Titled "The Foreman: there were 18 questions to
customers
and
architecturally.
We
for
million
who lives in a brownstone
MHS, he introduced comBad as They which 50 percent or more
in Brooklyn was awaken- dollar co-op apartments are now in the process of puter instruction to Ohio Is His Job as
Say?"
the
article
is based of the foremen responded
and
reconstituting
the
old
condominiums
in
ed the other morning just
County High School on research done by in a generally favorable
New
medieval
walled
towns.
York
and
Miami,
after dawn by the jolting
Visiting a journalistic where he served as assis- Schoenfeldt on the stress manner, but to which less
thump of sledge- security, not a view of the
and strain experienced than 20 percent respondbay,
was
cohort
recently in — well, tant principal.
the
prime
hammers.
by people in a foreman's ed unfavorably. They led
let us call the place
She thought it was a bit consideration.
role.
to a listing of 18 problem
Peaceable
Locksmiths
Corners
so
as
in
this
early for the rare pothole
areas of low concern.
rapacious
era
of
not
to
blow
its
security
what
the
He
sent
questionnaires
repair crews to be about
Conversely, there were
editorial
writers
cover
—
we
were
both
call
"a
to
208
first-line
supertheir rounds, and she was
11 questions' o which at
crime
reminded
by
the
explosion"
are
visors
or
foreman
at
four
right. Burglars, unable to
find a basement window, more in demand than elaborate burglary proFRANKFORT, Ky.
were brashly beating plumbers and value their tection arrangements of
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least 20 percent of the
foremen responded unfavorably, while less than
50 percent responded
favorably. Schoenfeldt
identified 11 problem
areas of high concern
from those responses.
Schoenfeldt, a member
of the faculty at Murray
State since 1968, earned
the Ph. D. degree at the
University of Arkansas.
Supervision, which is
published by the National
Research Bureau, is
described as the
magazine of industrial
relations and operating
management.It has a circulation of about 15,000.

U.S. Still Most Tuned-In Nation
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trails a distant second,
the Factbook reports.
Japan, West Germany,
France and Great Britain
follow in that order.
And with the possible
exception of Japan, no
other country approaches
America's percentage of
households with even one
TV set — somewhere between 97 percent and 98
percent. That last
category is difficult to
determine, editors of the
Factbook explain,
because few other nations
have conducted extensive
surveys.
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Cornmittee
To Meet
The Tourism/Matching
Funds subcommittee of
Purchase Area Development District is scheduled to meet Nov. 23, at 400
p.m. in the conference
room of the PADD.
Applications for the Office of Tourism Development's matching funds
program will be reviewed
and approved.
Matching funds to
regional and county
groups, promoting
tourism in the Purchase
Area,are provided the
program. Tourism
organizationk that have
applied for fiscal year
1982 funds are encouraged to have a representative present.
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water...when you need- it

Bargain Lovers

Bargains Glore on
Hondas and More...
Details in Tuesdays
Murray Ledger & Times
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CORRECTION
Due to an error in Thursday
night's paper, we have a correction for Behr's advertisement.
The Chic Jeans

SELF PRIMING
JET PUMPS
Hre's an economual answer to your
household water needs It's the Weal
wster pump for shallow wells up to
twerity-hve feet in depth. Tim perfect
answer for your illmffler *outage or
seumdary Willi system. Thu new
STA-MTE with its golf priming femme
is convenient, dependable mid priced
te ht yew budget. Sold sad Soaked by:

' by H.I.S. Should Have Been

$ 1 499
Not $19.99

•

Murray Supply Co.
awl
753-3311
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Juii for Participatink in Our
PortraitPromotion
24 Professional Color Portraits
2.8x10s, 3-5x7s, 15-Wallets & 4-Portrait Charms
•

95

Deposit

$12.95

Total Package Price

Last Visit Before Cluitftmas!'Portraits(Back
in Time for Gift Giving.

, These Days Only
November 23, 24, 25, 27, 28
Mon., Tees., Wed., Fri., Set.
Deily 8 a.m. - 8 p.m..
780 U.S. Ni#1111 641 North, Murray
Pkotogruper Not On Diet/
Theksgivitig Dey .
.
"Quality at a K mirt price. Nice."
You must be equated with portrait.... or deposit Lheerfully refurn

